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Abstract 
Embraced within this binder are the first two issues of Run Amok. Run Amok is a 
zine, a low-budget, free and accessible to the public, yet still underground magazine. It is 
a forum for art, information, and humor. Each issue has a theme, and both the contents 
and design are organized according to the theme to form a cohesive whole. 
The first issue is the Travel Issue. Its twenty-eight pages include photos of an 
artist's great trek to California; poetry about travel anxiety, failed cars, and speaking 
Jamaican; a prank interview with the Indiana Department of Transportation; tour stories 
from bands The Faint and Cake; an interview with Muncie metal hardcore band Hospital; 
and trivia questions like, "What does the bumper sticker on our hearse say?", and other 
delightful features. The zine is designed to reflect the travel theme. The front cover 
shows overturned cars in a ditch. The back stars Bill Breeder as Run Amok's back cover 
model, this time riding in a motorboat. The contents/contributors spread is split 
asymmetrically by Matchbox cars. The page numbers are simplified parallel parking 
spaces. One poem was run over to leave a dirty tire imprint. The Hospital pictures were 
taken while moving the camera to get an "in-motion" effect. 
The second issue is the Connections Issue. Its thirty-six pages include interviews 
with Muncie duo Spitshine and poet and memoir-writer Mary Karr; short stories about 
passion, violence, jealousy, identity, and distrust; poetry about loneliness, disorientation, 
wanting, disillusionment, and betrayal; an interview with Brazil where we played for 
them rare songs and covers and asked the members what they thought of them; a web of 
over three hundred bands showing how they are connected to each other through shared 
members; and art of love and disconnectedness, to name a few gems. The issue is also 
organized according to the theme. The cover shows seahorses copulating (note: the male 
bears the children). The contents/contributors spread has a tangle of dotted lines 
connecting the picture to the contributor and the feature to the page number. The page 
numbers are designed to look like elements from the periodic table because everything, 
broken down into its basic components, is different elements bonded together. Various 
layouts are planned around some kind of binding aid. For example, the Brazil interview 
is sewn together. The poetry spread uses a safety pin motif. The D.A.R.Y.L. spread's 
pictures are held to the page by clothespins. The Mary Karr headline is connect-the-dots. 
Run Amok was designed in Photoshop 6.0 and Pagemaker 7.0. The master pages 
were inkjet printed on glossy, photograph-quality paper. They were then photocopied, 
and two hundred copies of each issue were made and distributed throughout Indiana and 
Chicago. 
._._----. ---_._---------
Preface 
It's 6 AM. The sun is a glaring reminder of how much I need to sleep. But this is 
our ritual. Go see a show, have thirty people on our roof, relieve the boredom/stress, 
everyone leaves by 4 AM, stay up until dawn talking with Erin, my roommate. Roughly 
summarized. Sometimes there aren't any shows, in which case "relieving 
boredom/stress" gets more creative. Or the show is in Chicago, so it's dawn by the time 
we get back to Muncie. However, the night always ends with us talking. 
This particular night there is no good show anywhere. 
"I can't believe you and Carried peed off the roof," Erin laughs at me. 
"There's a sense of freedom you enjoy that you can't get anywhere else. I can't 
believe you were going to shoot bottle rockets at those two frat guys." 
"They were wearing matching sweater vests," Erin explains. 
I flinch. "How appalling. That's almost self-defense. No court in Indiana would 
convict you." 
"I know." 
I open the refrigerator and take out a block of colby jack, honey oat bread, and dill 
pickles. I unwrap the cheese and begin slicing it. 
"Oh, you have to read this poem Adam wrote. It's brilliant." I take a piece of 
paper covered with scrawl, ink bleeding through the other side, and hand it to her. 
Erin scans it over and nods. "Did you see the pictures Alan took on the boat?" 
I nod. "I'm so happy our friends are so talented. That way, I never have to lie 
about their work to make them feel better. Matt did an awesome print last week." 
I throw the cheese on the bread and both into the toaster oven. 
"We need to be more productive with our time," I say. 
"Yeah. We used the last fire extinguisher tonight." 
* * * 
Thus began the zine Run Amok. It became a channel for our creative energy, a 
gallery to exhibit our friends' work, and a celebration of our lives here in Muncie. One 
of the first things I learned in fiction writing workshop is to give your characters specific 
traits to make them universal. I hope that by making this zine personal, anyone can read 
it and find something s/he can connect with. It kept me up many nights, working and 
laughing. I hope you enjoy it, too. 
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Interview by Irena Czyszczon and Erin Lottino . and everything. 
Pictures courtesy of Lisa Richards, except oPPOSite by 
Irena Czyszczon. 
Listen to The Faint, and you're guaranteed to 
RA: Do you know any Arbor Day songs? 
dance like Alley Sheedy in The Breakfast Club. Todd: I know a couple, but they're in major keys, and I kind of 
Another O11aha band on Saddle C~ek records, gave those up. Arbor Day's from Nebraska. That's where we 
their style is appropriately described as dark live. 
and dansy, hence the title of their recent re-
lease, Danse Macabre. We caught Todd Jacob: Kinda proud of that. 
(vocals) and Jacob (key-
t h e boar~s) b~fore t.heir RA: So do you have any GCXJD travel stories? Does anything stand out show In Indianapolis to as your favorite moment on tour? ask them these 
questions: Jacob: The high points are, like, the really good shows where 
RA: How long have you each been personally there are a lot of people dancing ... 
playing music? Todd: Or the really tragic moments. 
Jacob: psh! I have no idea. 
I've been making noise for a 
long time. I never tried to 
be musical about it until the 
last few years. 
Todd: I was born 
trumpet in my mouth. 
[pause) Not really. 
RA: How painful for your mother. 
RA: Tragic, like people getting stampeded? 
Todd: Ah, well, that's probably tragic for them. 
I was thinking more personally, tragic for us, 
you know, that's what we remember. 
Jacob: Right. The stories that jump out, like the good ones, 
Todd: Well, at least it wasn't a tuba. are like, "Oh, we played a show where there were hundreds of 
people dancing: Pretty simple. The ones that stand out are 
RA: Or the sax AND the bass. (no one gets the like the bizarre, twisted, weird, or disgusting, painful ones. 
clever reference to the opening band Pum ex-
cept Erin) RA: Example? Or is that too personal a question? 
Todd: No, no, they got me hooked. on Todd: I suppose we could give some examples. 
music as an infant. I've been playmg 
since a toddler. 
RA: Are you from a musical family? 
Todd: No. They just wanted a 
child. 
RA: What. for around the campfire? 
Jacob: Some of them are kind of weird because you don't 
want to embarrass certain people and things like that. 
. Todd: Certain other people cuz you might know who they 
musical were. But, you know, we could probably tell some anyway. 
Well, maybe we should just start with a pain one. You re-
member in North Carolina, where we were jumping off the 
cliff ... 
Todd: I don't know, they just make me RA: Into a quarry? 
play at all the holiday events. Arbor Day, 
Todd: You've been there? 
RA: Not there. no. 
Todd: I guess I'd say 
smudge. 
Jacob: If you rub some-
Todd: You've probably seen it on thing the right way like 
TV, though. It's pretty popular. that. 
People probably jumping off cliffs into 
the water. It's really scary once Todd: So that was pretty 
you're there. I've been seeing it on scary cuz we also 
TV more and more. I think they like couldn't go down to get 
to put moments of excitement and her. Nobody knew how to 
real life fear- get down there besides 
jumping off. 
RA: extreme 
Jacob: Right, and we 
Todd: Yeah, it sells. Sex used to didn't want to jump, either. We didn't know if we would ... 
sell. I hope that doesn't go away. 
RA: LAND on her? 
RA: [chuckle) 
Jacob: Yeah, possibly hurt her. 
Todd: I don't think it will. I'm not 
much of a marketing guy. But any- Todd: It's moments like that that are memorable. Or there's the 
way. funny kind. That one wasn't funny at all at the time. Then there's 
the embarrassing kind. But we don't get embarrassed too easily, 
RA: You were jumping off these cliffs. or or maybe not as easily as some people. Some people it seems like 
you didn't jump off the cliff... if they have any kind of story where they're in the wrong or if 
they're doing something wrong they get embarrassed. But I think 
Todd: Yeah, well, I did jump off. I think Jake's kind of taught me to get past that. (from the corner 
Okay, nobody had gone yet, and you of his mouth] Cuz he'll tell you about embarrassing stories. 
know, I was scared to death. A girl 
was kind of joking around and had Jacob: What? Like my embarrassing stories? 
come up behind me and just ran at 
me and kind of tackled me towards Todd: I don't know. ARE they embarrassing stories? You know 
going off of it, and I was scared to which stories I'm talking about. Something TODAY possibly. 
death at that point to fall. I don't 
even know if I'd looked off the ledge Jacob: Well something happened last night and I had to go the 
yet. And so I just kind of dove to the hospital today. It's not really ... I don't think it's embarrassing. 
ground and she just went off of it, But ... 
not in the way that you'd like to go 
off the cliff you know, just kind of RA: At Bloomingtonfest? 
cartwheels and spins. Apparently 
she just like, hit her head on like Jacob: It was kind of like right before the show. I'm not embar-
the side of her head and ripped most rassed about it. I have this... It's kind of a fetish thing. It's ... uh ... 
of her ear off on this sharp, maybe It's asphyxiation while masturbating and like, um, I have this sus-
it wasn't sharp, but it was some kind pension kind of device and I already had a sore neck so I shouldn't 
of rock. She just had... have been doing it, but sometimes I like to do it not right before we 
play but sometime during the day before the show happens. I did 
Jacob: I don't think it was sharp. It something, I don't know what happened. Where I had it set up in 
was like if you rub... this greenroom. It wasn't sturdy. One of the support bars, one of 
these beams that holds, actually is what holds my neck, like slipped 
and I like fell. Then I guess it's two hours later when we were 
playing on the first song, I did some kind of a head movement and 
my neck has been shot ever since. I had to go to the pronto ... 
Jacob: That one was really funny tc 
me. I ran. I fell down. Well, Tyler 
and I ran into each other when WE 
saw it happen ... Todd: No, prompt. 
Jacob: Prompt care. RA: WHAT? 
RA: Oh yeah. Prompt medical care. 
Jacob: Yeah it's like a minor medical.... And they couldn't really do 
anything. I'm kind of drugged out right now cuz I'm on muscle 
relaxers. This is like the range of movement I have right now. 
[moves head total of 15 degrees. We had a protractor in our 
press kit.) 
Jacob: We just started laughing and 
screaming. It was a really bizarre 
night. There was a meteor shower ... 
Todd: ... that everybody was watch-
ing. Ok, ok. We played this show 
and after the show we were loading 
out and there was a guy who came 
f Todd: I decided I'd wait to up, a bum. Wasn't it summer? But 
see what happened with he wanted to sell us this Santa. He's 
him, and they didn't give like "Come on, who wants to buy a 
him a brace... Santa?" 
Jacob: Earlier today we Jacob: It was a dancing Santa Claus 
couldn't move our necks at still in the box it had a bell and it 
all. And we were walking dances with its bell. But the way he 
around like this (takes phrased it was really funny. 
monster stance). Every- (Dances] ·Can I get ten dallas fo' 
body thought we were my dancin' Santa Claus?· And we 
Frankenstein children or were like... "It's July ...• 
something. But I'm getting 
a lot better now. I'm a lot Todd: • ... nobody wants your Santa: 
looser. I really wanted to get a heat pack but I 
couldn't find one. I guess I just don't tell people ... 
Last night I just told everybody I hurt it while we 
were playing. 
ee~an I let tl!~ dollas ~~ ml" ClncJn Santa aus. eelltnd.we ",ere I e... t S "Uly ••• Todd: So it's a little embarrassing. 
Jacob: It's not really embarrassing. It's just that 
I don't... It's not everybody's business. 
Todd: We could tell a funny one. 
Jacob: (straight-faced) I don't know which ones are the funniest. 
think everything's pretty entertaining. There are ~ross ones too. 
RA: Same thing. 
Jacob: A lot of them are the same. 
Todd: Oklahoma? 
Jacob: "Why do you even have that 
still in the box?" It looked like brand 
new. 
Todd: Right. So it turns out that he 
had either just come across a trash 
bin where he had gotten clown sup-
plies or costume supplies and other 
crap that they had thrown out. So 
we find out that he has a clown out-
fit and we invite him to this party 
with us if he actually wears the 
I I I I I .. r~.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-,-,-,-~~~~~~--~ 
clown outfit. He's got the clown 
outfit on, and we get these girls to 
put on his make up. eeW01N. I lTIight not 
1ft to da.. "tbls for t fest o't"tLt.,he_xe/lr Jacob: It was a conditional invita-tion. We didn't want to hang out 
with this guy. 
I pass '-IIS up!~ 
Todd: We get to the party and we didn't really realize that 
the person hosting the party was not aware that they were 
going to have a party. They were not interested in having a 
party. They did not know any of the bands, they were not at 
the show. I have no idea how it happened. So somehow 
maybe she was drunk enough that she let it happen and we 
were having a party anyway. 
Jacob: Yeah, this 
turned into a full-
blown party. 
Todd: Every once in 
awhile-
Jacob: She'd be 
like, "God, every-
body get out of my 
house." Everybody 
would kind of like 
look at her and go, 
uNo. It's a party: 
Todd: So the guy wanted money and he was ready to con-
tinue doing things in order to make money. 
Jacob: I think he had been helping himself to people's beers 
in the fridge. 
Todd: He was being an entrepreneur. 
Jacob: I think he liked the attention. The more wild he was, 
Todd: Basically that thing that they wanted 
to see was ... uh ... somebody pissing on 
his face ... 
Jacob: But he had to drink it. It looked 
like a lot of money. 
Todd: So I volunteered cuz I thought 
"Wow. I might not get to do this for the 
rest of the year if I pass this up!" There 
was a video camera going on it, and I 
wanted to make it look more spectacular 
than it did. I go up to him and push him 
out of his lawn chair, and push him onto 
the ground and stand on his arms. I start 
to get my pisser out and then I realize 
"Oh, I don't think I have enough saved up 
to really make this great. My brother Clark 
who is our drummer .... I said, uCan anyone 
else do it?" 
Jacob: "Does anyone have to pee?" 
Todd: I don't want to just get a little out. 
want him to really have to earn it. He's 
like, "Oh man, I'm dying. I don't think I can 
wait at all: So he runs over and starts 
pissing on his face, and all of a sudden I 
gotta go more than I thought I did. I run 
over and I'm like, "I'm going to take advan-
tage of this anyway." So I start pissing in 
his ear and all down his cheek ... 
the more attention he would get. He just hung around cuz 
everybody was- Jacob: And you have to imagine also that 
he had this clown makeup on that is get-
Todd: Nobody could think of what he could do to make money. ting washed off. 
But he wanted money, and people started throwing money 
in a bowl in order to-
Jacob: Pay him for something really spectacular that they 
actually wanted to see. 
Todd: And Clark's like "Oh, man! You're 
getting it on me!" It's bouncing off the 
clown's face and onto Clark's shoes. 
That's when everybody freaked out. 
Jacob: That's when we started running 
around. 
Todd: It was in the back yard and there 
were neighbors who apparently the per-
son works with the neighbor next door or 
was the teacher or they'd lived there all 
their life, but was real embarrassing to 
the person who lived there and didn't want 
to be having a party anyway. 
Jacob: There were like people on the roof 
cuz there was a meteor shower so every-
body had gathered around on the roof 
watching and a big crowd of people in the 
back yard. 
RA: Showers all around. 
Todd: Yeah. There are a couple of differ-
ent types of stories. Is that enough or is 
there a certain other kind of story you 
want? 
RA: How about a sex stor{? 
Todd: In general we're sort of possibly too 
gentleman-like to say certain stories .... 
Those are some good stories. If you were 
gonna tell me a story, I'd prefer you tell 
me that kind. I bet Depose [guitarist) has 
some good sex stories though. 
Jacob: [laughing) I never really ask him. 
would assume that he does too. 
Todd: With pants that tight, how could you 
not? 
RA: The band's vibe is very sexual, but then the 
lyrics and things are politically against certain-
Todd: No, it's fair to both sides. 
RA: Yeah, cuz you question, Mis it disservicing some-
oneT And that's sort of debating, is it, or is it 
not? 
Todd: Right, it's one of those things that 
a lot of times I'll try to figure something 
out by writing a song about it, and then I may not come up 
with a conclusion. I may just show both sides and try to 
figure it out and still come up with nothing. But at least I 
feel like that's worth doing because it gets people thinking 
about both ways. 
RA: You do say all sex is personal. Did that come from something? 
Did someone say, "It's nothing personal"? 
Todd: It's more like any sex is personal, but I'm talking 
about any sex that-that song is about a certain other per-
son and about me not wanting to hear about or see them 
having sexual relations with somebody else even though we 
have an open agreement. It's just that, I don't really need to 
see it. Keep it personal. 
RA: We have a poll in 
the zine. What's your 
favorite thing to listen 
to while you're travel-
ling? 
Jacob: We travel a 
lot so we listen to a 
lot of different stuff. 
Todd [riffles 
through his man 
purse) 
RA: What's in the bag right now? What was in the tape player? 
Jacob: He's been listening to Willie Nelson. 
Todd: Yeah, I've been listening to the Willie Nelson box set. 
Have we even played any cd's yet? 
Jacob: I haven't really listened to anything yet on this tour. 
Todd: I guess we're just going to have to stick with Willie. 
Today's the first time I listened all the way through to the 
words (sings Willie-esque) MTo all the girls I've loved be-
fore." He does a duet with Julio Iglasias. One of the lines 
says something like -to the wives that ended up with some-
one else." Or, -To the ladies that ended up someone else's 
wives." I don't know how it goes exactly but I thought gosh, 
that's kinda digging. That makes a husband think, [rubs his 
chin) -Hey," He could be talking about my wife ... • I kinda like 
that. He should feel threatened if it's Julio. The ladies love 
some Julio. 

Wanderlust by Irena Czyszczon 
It came to me one day clad in an oversized yellow raincoat and galoshes. My older brother Paul and I refused 
to play checkers or Monopoly on this rainy afternoon. Even though I was only six years old and Paul was eight, we had 
watched enough Indiana Jones movies to know how to really have fun. We imagined thrills, treasure, even danger. So 
on that spring day in May we went a-hunting for turtles. 
The town where I grew up was originally swampland back in the day of the pioneer. In order to create a habit-
able town, the founding fathers needed to dry up the land, most of which was covered in inches of water. Thus, they 
dug a ditch on the north side and a few ponds sporadically throughout the town to retain the excess water. Often 
parks were built around these ponds to enhance aesthetics, and the ponds were stocked so people could fish. My 
neighborhood was built around one of these ponds, the subdivision encircling a park. 
Paul and I loved our pond. We called it The Pond. It was chock full of goodness: tadpoles, frogs, leeches, 
cattails, fish, dragonflies, crayfish, and yes, turtles. We had caught everything else, but the elusive turtle kept slipping 
from our little-fisted grasp. I don't know why we thought a heavy downpour was the perfect opportunity to go turtle-
hunting, but the reasoning may have gone like this. 
"Hey, Irene, we're gonna catch Mr. Turtle today." 
"Okay: I was always the dutiful sidekick. 
"It's raining real hard, so The Pond will be flooded, so Mr. Turtle will crawl out into the grass, and we'll catch 
him there 'cause turtles can't walk as fast as they can swim." 
"Okay." I just stared at him in awe. My brother's a genius. 
"Go get the nets." 
"Okay." 
This turtle will be ours, we thought. Oh, yes, he will be ours. 
My mother was a sucker for our pleading faces. Little did she know behind the glint in our sweet eyes 
crouched hungry beasts ready to pounce at the first sight of our prey. But she insisted we bundle up so that we 
wouldn't catch a cold. We squirmed and whined as she heaped on so many layers we couldn't bend our knees or 
elbows. She finished off her masterpiece with a couple of yellow raincoats. 
Don't-" 
"Aw, Mom!" Curses, I thought. How can we skulk with this garishly bright garb? 
Paul could tell what I was thinking. ADon't worry: he whispered conspiratorially, "turtles are colorblind: 
"Oh, okay." I looked at him like he was Confucius. My wise, all-knowing brother. 
"Have fun! Be safe! Stay in the park! If you see lightning, come home right away! Paul, you watch your sister. 
"Bye, Mom!" 
RBye!" 
Finally! We began our trek. Moving like extras in Night of the Living Dead because of the excess bulk. our 
journey was slow and precarious. The rain was coming down like lemmings off a cliff, morphing the ground into 
oatmeal mush. The earth insisted on taking my galoshes. My feet slipped out a couple of times, but I would not give in. 
My galoshes filled with mUd, providing me with the right adhesive to keep them attached to my feet. Soon I was cam-
ouflaged with mud. I plodded on. 
I was drooling over the idea of snatching our treasure. My senses were acute- ears perked and eyes sensitive 
to any hint of movement. My nostrils flared with every shallow, excited breath. I stifled a snarl that may have spoiled 
my Paddington Bear-like guise. 
We're here: Paul announced. "This turtle will be ours. At long last, he will be ours: 
"Yeah: 
"Be real quiet so we don't scare him: 
·Okay," I replied, but that was hard to do. Every step I took resounded with a gross slap-squish-slurp! 
We wandered around The Pond, scouring the area. In the meantime, the rain had let up, and the clouds were 
thinning out. I raised my face eagerly to the emerging sun like it were a rock star finally coming out on stage. Closing 
my eyes, I could smell the cool wetness of everything around me. Even the algae smelled clean. The musky aroma of 
mud was spiked with crisp wet grass. Nearby blossoms sent their thick sweetness to me on short blasts of northerly 
wind. 
My eyes opened to a St. Louis arch of a rainbow- a technicolor gateway to the hidden spoils of a mythical, rich 
Irish midget. Wow! Paul. look! A rainbow!" 
"Hey, yeah: 
"It looks like it ends right by those trees. Let's hurry before someone else gets 
the pot of gold!" 
~.~~=== Like a missile of adrenaline, I shot out towards the rainbow and ran past The 
t Pond, past the trees, past the edge of the park, past houses I didn't recognize, into 
uncharted territory, farther than I had ever gone before without my parents. Mist hit my 
face like Pop Rocks, and the neighborhood around me was a blur. I blazed my own path 
and forgot all abo~ the turtle and rainbow. For the first time, I recognized myself as a 
separate person, with my own desires, my own drives. 
I eventually turned around and went home, but I didn't go back empty-handed. 
Wand~rlust took m~ by the hand and hasn't left my side since. It stomps and cries and 
hold~ Its breath until I succumb to its tantrum. Then it quiets down, its eyelids get heavy, 
and It sleeps until the next adventure. 
Crash Test Dummy 
by Erin Lottino 
It's not a conscious decision. I just don't say anything. I see it coming, but I trust him to see it too. 
My sister and I sit in our neutral comers singing made-up lyrics to the CUrTent hits. This is our punishment for 
fighting over who gets to sleep in the middle of the backseat. Somehow the '81 Monte Carlo didn't have enough 
room for both of us to lay our greasy heads on the coveted center strip, and touching each other was disgusting. I 
swing my gaze with the headlights of each oncoming car, singing, -I had the worst time of my life/ and I never want 
to see your face again/Yes I swear/It's the truth/ and lowe it all to you-oo-oo-oo-ooooo.- The chorus wasn't aimed 
at my sister. It was a duet dedicated to our parents after a long day at the zoo. We saw a camel give birth. Sa~ 
casm is a gift passed down for generations in my family like a cherished set of china. 
My father and mother sit in their neutral comers as well. His arm stretches across to her headrest. his large hand 
squeezing until yellow foam oozes out a wom comer. She stretches her arms up to the car's ceiling, the red fabric 
sagging where static cling no longer helps it defy gravity. She releases a yawn so loud it overwhelms our song. I 
slide across the seat into the forbidden territory. I lean forward and rest my chin on back of their seat. He moves 
his arm to accommodate the serenade. I raise my voice; my harmony must be heard. My sister follows suit until 
our noise is intemJpted. As my mother comes out of her stretch, her eyes focus on imminent danger. From my 
position I can see the spit string stretch from her upper teeth to her purple tongue, which is stressed hard, pointing 
out of her mouth in a scream. -Mike! Watch it!- Our younger voices are immediately silenced. Her arm has flown 
up to the ceiling again, and pushes her palm up to brace her body against the impact. I focus on the diamond of her 
wedding ring, now red from refracted taillights. 
There is no time to fear death. I am too young to know regret. All I know is the utter fear my mother feels, and I, too 
am scared. 
There is no collision. 
I disappear into the comer, forever jaded by the woman who cried Mike. 
I see it, but something keeps me quiet. We have a full day ahead of us. I sit in the passenger 
seat of the baby blue sedan. I had been singing him a love song, "Ooops I bit it again/ I filleted 
your heart/ Got lost in th-- Now I just sit and watch, trusting him to avoid the danger ahead. 
He scans the road with cobalt blue eyes that contrast the endless sky. I know he senses it; we 
are in tune. The crash comes an'fNay. 
The airbag presses against my chest and face like a great-aunt smothering me with 
hello hugs and lOsses. The heat comes off of it in waves, melting my glasses. As I tum 
my face to his, blood smears onto the white balloon. I try to whisper his 
name, but my jaw is grinding something absentmindedly. I open my mouth. 
There is no pain. A large purple clot falls onto the seat. At what point did I 
realize it was my tongue? 
Something About a Jet 
London-
so far away and undesired, 
as wet and depressing as 
the puddles that collect 
in imagined cobblestone streets. 
I have no lust for 
Culture at this point. 
Have more to encounter 
in my backyard 
(wish I had one). 
One should not travel 
when emotionally stressed, 
a waming posted in the 
cockpit of my torturer-
my jet of despair. 
-Came Conley 
Because the Baguettes are Cheaper ... 
Germany and Italy await, 
boasting beer and bread and vowels. 
Andl-
an intruder tuming 
my back, flapping 
my arms, clicking 
my heels, 
"There's no place 
like home-
There's no place: 
-Came Conley 
Travelogue: 
Salvia divinitonun: diviner's sage, traditionally used by the 
Aztecs for divination purposes. Similar to an herbal ketamine, 
it is known for its time-dissolving properties. An eternity in 
halfan hour ... 
This green leafy substance is still legal and can be obtained 
through various mail order sources. I obtained a gram of 
lOX extract, which is ten times the potency of normal Salvia 
leaves. I mixed a pinch with some mid-grade marijuana in a 
water pipe to try and ease into the trip a bit more gra-
ciously. Smoking Salvia by itself is kind oflike diving into 
an Olympic-sized swimming pool with no water. 'Oh Shit! 
Too late now! No turning back ... ' 
I smoked this substance on a couple of different occasions, 
each time having a completely memorable and surreal ex-
perience. Salvia is similar to DMT in its dissociative effects, 
propelling the user into its plant-like world. One time, sitting in 
my darkened room with a lone candle burning, the space between the 
flickering stretched out absurdly. The darkness between flames seemed 
to contain an entire winter. Another time I smoked it at a friend's house, trying 
desperately to cling to normalcy, or at least to walk and talk while he quoted to 
me from Jeanette Winterson, Patti Smith, and Anne Sexton. All those worlds 
sliding around like so many fragmented galaxies. My final experience was 
with my then-current spouse, based on the strength of a promise. We drifted 
off into outer space and out of time together. During this psychic melding was 
when I realized we were no longer connected, or souls were no longer speak-
ing. I was bunched up like a tight fist and she kept asking me what was wrong 
and where I was. The plant consciousness helped me realize that I was gone 
and my own person again. 
-the magnanimous Zeitgeist 
;( smiling upside down 
star trek and talk show billboards 
sb"eaking liquid filth flying from semHruck tires 
the trees are crippled in this wind 
all these cities feel the same 
with their acid rain spattered bricks 
uniform burger joints and super-store constellations 
half-assed veterans monuments attract nobody 
because they all ~ant to forget 
-adam norris 
CAKE 
Interview by Irena Czyszczon and t:nn Lottmo. Photo ot 
Pete courtesy of Lisa ~ichards. 
We caught the newest member of Cake, drummer Pete 
McNeal, soon after the Guiness Oysterfest in Chicago. 
Mmmmmmmmm. Oysters. 
RA: So, I hear you've got a good ghost story from your 
tour. 
Pete McNeal: There's a pretty interesting 
ghost story for the Warfield Theatre in San 
Francisco where we played recently. We 
did a two night stand on the fifth and sixth 
of September, and my best friend Stark 
works at the Warfield, and he's the one 
who told me about the old catacombs un-
derneath the Warfield Theatre. The 
Warfield Theatre was built at the turn of 
the century, and in the twenties they had 
speakeasy clubs down in the basement. It 
was Mafia-oriented. Actually, a speakeasy 
still exists, and they have beer coolers 
down there. They take you down there if 
you play there, and we played there two 
nights, sold out, so they were extra nice to 
us. They did my laundry and folded it. So 
we got to go down to the catacombs and 
the speakeasy. I went down there, and we 
had to do some press publicity shots, what-
ever, for the club, and took some pictures. 
Then Stark and I went down there later. I 
swear to god, the thing that's really inter-
esting, when you go down there, it's a sub-
basement. It's really creepy to begin with. 
There are big boilers and strange door-
ways, and everything's old and dusty and 
kind of run down and creepy. You get down 
to the speakeasy, and you can hear thir-
ties' music playing. You can hear swing 
music really faint. You try and find it, but it doesn't get arl 1 
closer. You go by these doors, and it's like "000, doo dOli 
dee doo doo." It's also very cold in certain spots, which I: 
common with poltergeist activity. There are many haunte,: 
stories that I have, but that's about the best tour one. Yo" 
know, there's a funny story that wasn't a haunting, thougt. 
This is pretty fucking great, actually. I'm an avid paranormhl 
enthusiast. I've gone hunting for haunted places all my lifl: 
So there was one night I was sharing a room with a wonder 
ful musician, a guy named Sandy Sheila, who's got aver { 
effeminate voice. He talks like this, he's like, [imitates) ·Petl: 
Peter, Pete, what the fuck are you doing?· And he's ar, 
amazing multi-instrumentalist. So I come in real late, lik.: 
4:30 in the morning. I close the door behind me, I guess I 
didn't latch it all the way. I'm lying in bed, I'm asleep for 
about an hour, and all of a sudden I hear, ·Ma'am, ma'am 
can I help you?" And I'm like, ·Sandy, it's me.- I thought hI; 
was yelling at me for getting in bed thinking I 
was some woman coming into the other bed. 
and I look up, and my heart stops, and it's 
this white as a ghost, ninety-year-old womar, 
wearing a nightie, walking with a blank loor 
on her face. She was just like this. She was 
moving real slow, and Sandy was like, ·Ma'am 
ma'am, can I help you? Ma'am, stop, what 
are you doing?- And all of a sudden I looked 
at her, and right then and there, I thought I 
was seeing the hardest core ghost. I was 
like, ·Oh, my fucking god, that is the realest 
shit EVER: That is it, so my heart sinks. I'm 
about to pass out. Oh, actually, it's a little 
mis-timing. I actually got up to help her, and 
when I went up to help her, she was so cata· 
tonic, and she was so out of it and so white 
and she was so fucking classically a ghost, I 
thought she was going to vanish. So my heart 
dropped, and I was like, ·So right now, I'rr 
walking with a ghost: And Sandy's yelling at 
her about stuff, and I'm like, ·Sandy: I tel 
him to stop. It felt like an electric shock, 1 
was so scared. And we walked her out, anc 
she didn't respond. She didn't do anything 
It turns out it was an old woman who WII~' 
staying there and got lost, who happened tl' 
walk into our room. No, but it's really bizarre 
because she had to walk in, open the door. It 
was' fucked up. Security came, and thll\ 
couldn't find where she was from, either. Sill 
couldn't respond. She was catatonic. I don'l 
know, I don't know. That was probably till 
most frightening thing. 
RA: Did you scream? 
Pete: I was too scared to make a squeak 
was like, ·Uhhhhhhh, Sandy, oh my god, 1"(1 
having a heart attack: I couldn't believe it. 
She was a ghost by the book. If you had said, 
"Draw a ghost or build a ghost: and you were 
given the tools, you'd build her. It was fucking 
freaky, man. 
RA: The first video for "Short Skirt, Long Jacket" is set in LA ... 
Pete: Actually, it's in Sacramento, San Fran-
cisco, and Venice Beach. 
RA: Then the new one is the same song, but set in New York. 
Are you going to do a whole series of famous cities? 
Pete: Actually, that's a question that's good 
in more ways than you even know, and I'll tell 
you why. Initially, that video is conceived by 
John McCrea. He thought of the whole thing, ' 
he pitched the idea, and went ahead and shot 
the first one himself with film students on his 
own budget. It was all done completely 
way. 
RA: So those were all real people? 
Pete: Absolutely. In fact, I've got another quick story about 
the first guy, the Venice Beach guy, you know, -I like this, I'll 
take two!- You know, that guy? Well, I was in Venice Beach 
two weeks ago, before we left on tour, and I walk up the 
boardwalk and I hear, -Now, I KNOW you've seen the Cake 
video-- And I turn around, and he's got a group of kids 
around him, signing autographs and selling jokes for $4. So 
I bought a joke, yeah, I'll take a joke, and I'm looking at him, 
and he's like, -I started a new foundation for my new suc-
cess, and it's called SMOBA-Save My Own Black Ass: So I 
bought a joke for $4, and he gave me a ticket to a nonexist-
ent comedy club. 
RA: [laughter] 
Pete: So, anyways, he's alive and well, and the real deal. So 
John did it. He would target some people, look at people 
and say they'd be good, but a lot of it was very random, so 
that was his idea. He presented the video, and the label 
wanted to go the expensive route. They wanted to get Spike 
Jones to a high end, like a Weezer Buddy Holly, award-win-
ning, expensive video. But John was like, it's too expensive, 
because that comes out of your royalties, and Cake's a band 
that makes the money back on their records. Spending 
$200,000 on a video is not in their best interest. That's 
taking money out of their own pockets. They think they can 
do it better and more efficiently. They're very efficient people. 
So they're like, -Why go that route when we can do it our-
selves. We think it's better. We believe in it. It makes 
better sense. We like the idea that it's the people that 
make the song, not the band. You don't need to glorify the 
image of the band. It's more what the people's reaction is. 
It's more real. So he presented the idea to the label, and 
they didn't like it. They wanted Spike Jones or some heavy-
weight to write a stalemate. They didn't 
know what to do. They tested the video 
out in Canada and wherever else, and it 
fucking blew up, like immediately people 
freaked out about it, so the label freaked 
out and said, MOkay, we've changed our 
mind, we want you to do sixteen of them 
for all different parts of the world: I was 
like, -Okay, they're going to do Mexico City, 
New York, Paris, Australia, Japan, Germany, 
wherever. You know, name a country, they 
were going to do it that way. Different 
regions of the US, too. And so John and 
immediately went to Mexico City and filmed 
one there. They went to New York, did one 
there. And John did all the work, and they 
did two, the Mexico City one and the New 
York City one, and he said, MThat's all we're 
going to do. We don't need to do any more 
of these things: So he delivered those, 
and now they're all on MTV, all three. You 
can see them on there pretty much any-
time. They're on there a lot. We might 
film the next video in Japan. 
RA: Have you ever been to Japan? 
Pete: No, I lived in the UK when I was 2, 
but I haven't toured there ever. I haven't 
traveled there. I was saving traveling there 
to do it when I was on tour. To get paid. I 
was trying to hold out, cause I knew that 
was the way I should do it, personally. I 
was like, -Don't give up. I should TOUR 
Europe. And then it came through. And 
I'm going in 3 weeks. The first gig's in 
Paris. 
<unfortunately, the tour has been rescheduled for the US 
due to the war effort.> 
H Pete! Boo! 
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Kev's Page 
I'm a music man. Music's supposed to be like inspirational. You should just play how you feel. What makes 
you feel is what you should play. I mean, why sit around and write about it? It seems like nonsense to me. 
I'd love to have a guitar right now. I'd love to jam with you guys, see what you got, man. I play guitar and 
you know, I mean that's what music's about, man. It's about fuckin'. I don't sing, either. That's what 
music's about. Fuckin' people sitting down, good feelings, and like playing. I would definitely love to hear 
your band, just let me finish this cigarette. I love to hear people's music, you know? I play music. I'm not 
in a band or anything. I play guitar, you know? And it's like, "What I play is what I play." And I have no 
inspirations to be a "musician." I have some chord progressions that I have signatured. But, I'm not a good 
songwriter. I'm a premed major, I'm not an English major. It's like I play mainly for relaxation. I think 
music is built up too much ... when people .... it's silly. I think music is made to enjoy. Enjoy to make. That's 
what music's all about. It's a universal language where people can enjoy it, what you write. I mean you're 
not going to write for everybody because everybody has their own tastes. But, if you can touch a certain 
group, or if you can touch everybody, then hey. I've never met a band that can do that. That's what's going 
to be my psych thesis. I'm a psychology minor. 
A song! Can you imagine a song that can touch everybody? It shouldn't? That's one opinion, there. I think 
there should be a song that can touch everybody. It can touch Andrew, it can touch some black person 
down in Cabrini Green. I think there should be a song. Why not? Why couldn't there be a song that can 
touch everybody? Take "St. Stephen" by the Grateful Dead. That's like one of my favorite all-time 
songs. I listen to that song, and I'm like, "God damn it. Why doesn't everybody appreciate this song?" 
There are so many great guitar leads, the vocals are so great. Why doesn't everybody appreciate this 
song? You know? It's like, that question right there throws in like, "Ok. WHY DOESN'T everybody 
appreciate this song?" And then you throw it into like a huge group of people, like maybe you don't like 
the Grateful Dead. Why don't you like that song, even though I think it's like the greatest song on Earth. 
Why doesn't everybody else think it is? 
That's like a great psychological question. Why do I get certain neurotransmitters, certain endorphins, 
and whatnot ... neurochemicals. I don't want to get all biological, but it doesn't go beyond biology, actually. 
What music does to people, it releases neurochemicals, it releases endorphins, it releases neurochemicals 
that make you feel the way you do when you listen to that music. Why does someone like myself feel that 
this is the greatest song on earth, feel the way I do, wh~n somebody else says, "Oh, that song is shit: Even 
though I think this is the greatest song on Earth. This is something that I'm kinda working out in my mind 
because I'm just a psychology minor, and I'm a bio major. It's something I'm working on when I get more 
into my major. 
I I I I 
Interview by Irena Czyszczon. Photos by Erin Lottino. 
RA: If you could put your name in any font, which font would you 
choose? 
Adam: Metallica font. 
RA: (in metal voice) Adam! What colors would you have your name in? 
Adam: Aqua blue and pink outline and gold drips of blood 
on all the points. 
RA: Would people know it was blood? 
Adam: Probably not. It would have to be silver. Gold's 
tacky. 
RA: So if you had a slogan, what would it be? 
Andrew: Besides "Adam, lick my toes: it has to be ·What 
we need in this world is a little less love and a little more 
common decency." That's Vonnegut. Slapstick prologue. 
Adam: Cum one, cum all. 
RA: That's good. I like that. 
Adam: With me. 
RA: Cum one, cum all with me? 
Adam: Or on me would be acceptable as well, but that's a 
distant second. That's only if 
I will. I think from that point on, everyday I checked. 
monitored my growth. 
m: So, do you like pubic hair or what? 00 you wish you 
some, or do you wish it would go away, without the 
ht of shaving it and having it get all gross? 
Do you mean now, or in the past? 
: I don't know. If I shaved my satchel, as it may be, it 
grow back all. .. you know what I'm talking about. You 
your pubes, it stings. Not like I'd know. 
rew: I've never shaved, I've trimmed. 
am: Sometimes you gotta trim, it makes your dong look 
igger. 
drew: You gotta trim. But my roommate's shaved Adidas 
in there. He's gone all out bald sometimes. 
Wait, which roommate? 
w: Names are not going to be revealed. 
Adam: Stop looking at me!!!!! Just checking. 
drew: Shaving is a euphemism for holding two razor 
des next to your testicles, and I'm not about to do that. 
Not if you use an electric razor. What's the worst 
at can happen? It's not like your balls are going to fall 
the other slogan was taken. HAT WE NEED IN THIS WORL 
RA: How old were you when you 
first found out about pubic hair? LITTLE LESS LOVE AND 
Andrew: It was when I grew 
some. Okay, okay, this is con-
fession time because I'm 
wasted. I remember one time 
ITTLE "ORE COMMON DECENCY 
I was playing basketball with my frier.d, and I saw him take 
a shot, and I saw he had something black in his armpit. I 
was like, "Whoa, what was that?" And then one day I real-
ized it was happening to me. When it comes to the actual 
pubic hair, it was between 12 and 1 3 when the actual pu-
bic hair began. I'm not saying there was anything close to 
a bush, but there was definite beginnings of cultivation. 
rew: Nicks and cuts. 
am: So? Chicks love scars. 
If you could take a chainsaw to a topiary bush, what figure would 
sculpt it into? 
am: A fist. A fist in the air in the land of hypocrisy. 
RA: What would that fist symbolize? 
Adam: It would symbolize the wrath of the metal kids and 
when they enact their wrath upon this world. 
RA: What will happen when they enact their wrath? 
Adam: [in his best God Bless America voice] Hair will grow. 
Hair will grow and riffs will flow! And we'll have a better 
society for it. 
RA: Are you going to grow out your hair and be more metal? 
Adam: Which head of hair are you talking about? 
RA: If you were a superhero, what would your costume look like? 
Adam: A stillsuit. 
Adam: It would be Schlubb. 
RA: Schlubb? 
Adam: No, just kidding. It would be more like Poseidon. 
RA: I think that's taken. 
Adam: Darrell would also suffice. But it would have to 
have three r's so it would be [growl added] Darrreli. 
RA: What was the last dream you had? 
Adam: Last night I was watching Blind Date before I 
to bed, and both were dates from hell. They were horrible. 
This one girl was an uppity bitch. She was just a bitch! 
took place in Chicago, so I had a dream that me and 
girl were on a date in Chicago, and she was being a bitch. 
We were at a record store, and I didn't want to hear her, 
So I had headphones on, and I heard all of A Long Drive 
Someone with Nothing to Think About. I woke up astounded 
that my brain could recover all that. 
RA: If you could interview anyone in the world, who would you inter-
view? 
Adam: That depends. Would they have to be totally hon 
est? 
RA: Yes. 
Adam: Then I would interview whoever's really in charge of 
this country. I want to know about all the secret special 
shit that goes on. I'd like to talk to the head of the NSA, the 
National Security Agency. There's so much that I don't know 
about. 
RA: What would you ask them? 
Adam: What don't I know? 
RA: What kind of things do you think we don't know about? 
[keep in mind this interview was done before Sept. 11) 
Adam: I bet there are secret wars that we conduct without 
us knowing about it. I bet there are American forces doing 
crazy shit all over the place. 
RA: Every so often you hear, 'We sent a missile to Iraq. Bombec 
something there." And then they move on with the news. 
m: They don't have 2000 active Navy Seals for nothin~ 
want to know if there are really UFO's and aliens, or i 
that's a bunch of trash. 
RA: What do you think? 
Adam: I want to say yes because it would make me hope 
RA: Hope in what? 
Adam: That I would encounter another form of life soml 
day. I guess I would interview the creator of all things. 
want to know when our sun's going to burn up. I want t 
know the secret to immortality. 
RA: Science could tell you when the sun will bum up. 
Adam: Will humans be around then? 
RA: Who knows? 
Adam: Once we travel closer to the speed of light, humar 
will be extinct. 
RA: Why? 
am: If there was a way 
to travel at the speed of 
light, there would be so 
much co Ion izati 0 n. _T.:.;h.:::a.:t~' s:!!!!!!!!!~!!~!!!~!!!~~!!!!!!:' 
the basis of the Million World theory in Frank Herbert's la 
Dune book. The human population just exploded beyond 
count because they acquired this technology, and they went. 
A million-planet empire came about. 
RA: Do you think acid-washed jeans will ever make a comeback? 
Adam: Yeah. 
RA: Let's talk about your new song. 
Andrew: Adam hates it. 
RA: Why? 
Adam: I don't hate it, I just want the stoner rock part, and 
no one will listen to me. 
Andrew: We'll put a stoner rock part in another song. 
Adam: We had a stoner rock part and it was so like Ink & 
Dagger but everyone's like, "Fuck you, dude!" 
Andrew: Listen, I want to write songs where you don't say, 
"That part is so This Band." 
Adam: That's not what I'm trying to say. 
Andrew: I know what you mean... All I want is ugly rock. 
Adam: Ugly rock is cooL .. I just think we should have 
the stoner part. 
Andrew: Well, when they found a way to go out of it-
Adam: We need the stoner part. 
Andrew: No, not in that song. 
Adam: Yes! Damn it. We need a stoner part. 
Andrew: Not in that song, man. 
Adam: Dude, it sounded awesome when we played it with 
the stoner part. 
Andrew: Yeah, but we didn't even play it with the new part. 
Adam: Wha? 
Andrew: [slower for the drunk kid] We never played it with 
the new rock part. 
Adam: But I still hear it. I hear it. It speaks to me. 
Andrew: Whatever. I gotta say, there are five guys in the 
band. There are four guys who say, "Man. That stoner 
part, that's definitely for a different song: 
RA: When are we going to hear the upcoming cd? 
m: (completely ignoring the interviewer] The way it is, 
we'll never playa stoner part in any song, but we need the 
stoner part. 
Andrew: We can rock this place out because we have the 
Brazil/Hospital split in the house. 
Adam: Ok. Awesome. That makes me feel better already. 
In what house? 
Andrew: In this house. 
Adam: Right here? 
Andrew: The cd is here. 
Adam: Oh, awesome. [comfortable silence while Adam in-
hales a lungfull of smoke] My vote is for the stoner part 
we cut out. It was so AWESOME! 
. (unbeknownst to the interviewer, she has become 
invisible] It was so awesome? We played it once as a trial, 
and THEN we stopped. We decided-
Adam: We played it once, and it gave me goosebumps. 
RA: So you say the new song is about your mother? 
Andrew: We decided rocking was so much better than being 
stoned. 
Adam: Metal is a progression that needs stoner parts, or 
else we will grow stale. 
Andrew: [mocks Adam) Or else we will grow stale. Jesus 
Cristos! 
Kev: Do you like Rage Against the Machine? 
* * * [Kev ruins everything!!! Hospital has since broken up. R.I.P.] * * * 
The Voyage 
Sun breathing golden life into all surfaces 
Fresh as waterfall of juices from a 
ripened citrus 
A tiny isle one-fifth of our state, 
rays warming flesh and sparse concrete 
Land drips with sun honey, 
oozing from the head of a generous translucent bear 
He takes my hand, guiding the way-
I follow apprehensively. 
My feet are housed in protection, though 
others climb naturally, flesh on flesh, gripping earth 
loose rock is my torment, steep 
All this for an outdoor shower. 
Yo Star! WHITEY 
pretty pretty gyal dem, sheyape, 
mi like skettel, mi a gyallis, mi wanta yuh fat pum-pum. 
Si im daya, si im a gwaan. 
De flex 
Profound anonymity. All other, else 
Unconscious illusions awake 
Gasping for familiar, choking on strange. 
Fried flour (dumplings, Johnny cakes) with mackerel, 
callalloo, cho-cho, breadfruit, and veg-ital 
ackee and saltfish 
blended juices 
New ambrosia and nectar, de natural ting ... 
Heat a burden, all people move slow 
while the sun hot in midday 
Tank clings to tanned skin (though pale in comparison) 
in a land without AC any subtle breeze is a smile 
Psssssst! 
Yo, whitey! Sexy white gyal! 
Mi waa chat wi yuh. 
Yuh nuh waa fe talk wi mi? Bumbaclaatf! 
Pleading for my attention 
like spectators at the zoo visiting the monkey house. 
But who's more curious? Who's foreign? 
White circus freak leading a parade of intrigue, 
not knowing the price of admission. 
Unknown parameters. Garbled tongues. 
Skepticism. Paranoia. 
Echoes of reference, bOisterous, obnoxious, 
laughing- knee-slapping jibes 
I don't find funny. 
Am I the object of their hysterics? 
I'd like to laugh along, too. 
Syllables half comprehensible 
but impossible to respond. 
Nights with tears as company ... 
' .. when will this be easy?1 
De road too hot fe walk barefoot! he warns 
But I dare regardless, 
Working toward tough feet. 
Some stretch to me, nonthreatening 
but probing 
somewhat 
I can't really read them-
not like I'm used to 
I 'n 'I believe in Haile Selassie I , 
Prophet, descendent of King Solomon 
(wisest man ever) 
Ganja grow 'pon im grave 
So we mus use it-
A tool from the Almighty Father. 
Jah! Rastafarai! 
Wisdom, Knowledge, and Overstanding 
Observing. Participating. 
Strong, fiercely braving new existence. 
Patience, my dear, 
Listen hard. Ask of us what you will. 
We are ambassadors. 
Try to trust. Meditate. 
The equation begins to be solved. 
Cuss-cuss nuh bore hole in a mi skin= 
"Words cannot hurt me" 
You shake man han', yuh nuh shake 'im heart-
·You can't judge a book by its cover" 
Fowl run from hawk, but nyaam cockroach= 
·Different strokes for different folks" 
An ocean of clear sky looming above, 
illuminating jellyfish lights up waters 
Salt on my brow, stinging my eyes, 
lingering in my mouth 
I grab my handkerchief already damp to wipe away moisturE 
Walking alone, slowed to the rest, 
Sun song in my head 
And rhythmic words rising and falling. 
They call me Queenie, 
and I, too, dole out nicknames. 
Self-sufficient. Meshed. 
I walk down the road to a shop and make my purchase. 
"Yo, mi wanta cyat. 
Likkie more, mi brethren ... lata!" 
I tum to leave, 
And trod off on calloused feet. 
Jennifer F ae Moultor 
Colin May 
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RESTAURANT 
these are some pictures from the great trek west. 
i hope everyone is doing well. 
RA thought this was the perfect opportu-
nity to ask everyone's favorite govern-
ment organization the questions you've al-
ways been afraid to ask. 
Interview by Erin Lottino 
lOT: No. 
RA: He was pondering the devastating eHects of 
drunk driving. Since you can't outlaw alcohol (as we 
"SOMETIMES lHEY HAVE 10 BE SHOT BEr.4J..lSE lHEY'fI: NJT [IAD." 
RA: Did your organization invent the wheel? 
lOT: That's a good question. I have no 
idea. That goes way back to some 
Stone Age person I guess. 
RA: Do you transport things in and/or out of Indi-
ana? 
saw with Prohibition) or cars (else how would we go 
to the mall?), why don't we build a monorail that goes 
past the bars to take all the drunks home? Would 
that be a good idea? 
lOT: Oh, I think so. 
RA: Is it a plan in Indiana? 
lOT: We mainly fix the roads in Indiana. lOT: There's one under construction 
right now. 
RA: Who digs the potholes in Muncie? 
RA: There Is? Where? 
lOT: (very patiently) Makes the pot-
holes? lOT: Between the hospitals in India-
napolis. 
RA: Yeah. 
lOT: No, sometimes the roads give way 
and the asphalt whatever. It depends 
on the mixture. Salt is really hard on 
the roads. So are semis. There'S just a 
lot to it. 
RA: Why aren't there any highways that will take me 
from where I am to where I want to go? 
lOT: There should be some, but there 
are a lot of detours right now. 
RA: Can they build from one city to the other? 
lOT: Well, of course this goes from one 
part of the city to the other. They run 
overhead. They have them in Japan. 
places like that. In fact, I did my se-
nior project on a monorail at Purdue 30 
INDIANA 
RA N s 
years ago. Well, more than thirty years 
ago, but... We deSigned one to run from 
Chicago to Indianapolis. 
RA: Why hasn't It caught on then? 
lOT: We're just not populated enough. 
And, everyone likes to drive their cars 
so... I don't know. ~isney has one. It's 
very popular. Have you ridden that one? 
RA: No, I've never been there. How do you feel about 
the future of teleportation? 
RA: Lyle Lanley has some interesting Ideas regard-
ing transportation. Are you familiar with his work? lOT: Well, if terrorism doesn't change 
things, we're sort of moving towards 
rnass transportation, more individual-
ized... It seems like it. I don't know if 
that's true. Transportation people 
would like to tell you that. 
RA: If I were caught traveling at the speed of light in 
a 30 zone how much would the ticket cost? 
IDT: I think the signs out on 465 say 65 
dollars, and it's double in a construc-
tion zone... so 135. 
RA: Is it illegal to ride my donkey on the highway if I 
put a slow-moving vehicle sign on its ass? 
IDT: Uh huh. 
IDT: Feed it? 
RA: -to your family? 
IDT: It depends. 
Sometimes they 
have to be shot 
because they're 
not dead. You 
have to get a 
conservation of-
ficer to come out 
and shoot it for 
you. They may 
give it to you. 
They may not. It 
depends. 
''WelL, SIR, 1HERE's NLITHIN' ON EARTH UKE A GENUINE 
BONAFlDE F1 €I : I RIFlED SIX CAR MONORAlL.!"· LYLE lANLEY 
RA: How do you think the new state of matter will 
affect transportation as we know it? 
lOT: A what? 
RA: A new state of matter. The Bose-Einstein con-
densate. 
RA: Do you drive around and have fun at your Christ-
mas parties? 
lOT: No, we drive around at work. 
RA: What's the statute of limitations on road head? 
lOT: Pardon me? 
DEPARTMENT OF 
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p o R T A T I o N 
lOT: Um, I'm not really sure. That would 
be something probably for our engi-
neers or something, and they're gone 
for the day. I can tell you what we do. 
That's about it. 
ItA: What do you do? 
lOT: We fix the roads, plow the roads, 
um, build the bridges, and build the 
roads, and pick the dead animals off 
the roads. That's our main thing. 
ItA: If you hit a deer, is it illegal to take it home and 
feedlt-
r I 
RA: You know, If you're going down on your husband? 
lOT: I wouldn't know about that. You'd 
have to ask the state police about that. 
RA: One last question. Who would win In a fight be-
tween a monkey and a dog? 
lOT: (pause) I'm not really sure. 
Good News! Run Amok is now an official 
member of the Monorail Society! If you want 
to become a member, go to 
www.monorails.org. 
TRIVIA!!! 
All right. It's clinically proven that losers are more prone 
to depression. Here's your chance to stop sucking. 
Just answer these questions correctly, then send them 
and a picture of yourself reading Run Amok to the 
address on back. The first 50 correct responses will 
get a free cd. We'll even hand deliver it because we're 
too cheap to pay for shipping. * 
1. What's the difference between an orange? 
2. If you could put a bumper sticker on our hearse, what 
would it say? 
3. Here is a picture of a jar. 
How many dome lights are in this jar? 
4. If your body were a car, what would be the year, make 
and model? 
5. How many fingers am I holding up? 
6. Who wrote the book of love? 
7. Oh, baby, why don't you talk to me? 
8. If I'm rolling down a hill in a canoe and the wheels fall 
off, how many pancakes does it take to cover a dog-
house? 
Capricorn 
Horrorscopes 
by Raven Sarcophagi 
Mercury and Venus line up in the third trimester. This is 
bad. You will accidentally use Clorox instead of a colorfast 
detergent on a load of black clothes. 
Aquarius 
The waning moon is a time of good luck for you. Throw a 
slayer out to that attractive stranger you see on the bus. 
This will definitely yield results. 
Pisces 
The stars are ambivalent. On one hand, you will have 
financial difficulties. On the other, the market is good for 
kidneys. 
Aries 
Your cosmic exploits will air on a public access channel. 
To save your reputation, you may want to wear a paper 
bag over your head. 
Taurus 
Someone will break your heart. Head them off at the 
pass with an iron breastplate. 
Gemini 
You need a pinch of tomfoolery, hobnobbery, buggery and 
haberdashery in your life. Join the Merry Pranksters. 
Cancer 
You're just doomed. 
Leo 
Your fifteen minutes of fame will be on Fox's When Ani-
mals Attack. 
Virgo 
* Thos .. 1Ib<M me first ""'" '" thos ossue we ... been senous. We're senous. People can see right through you. Better plug up those 
.. _________ ~~-... -------.. bullet holes. 
-reader's poll- Libra 
What is your favorite Bet on the monkey, because in a fight between a monkey 
road trip music? and a dog, the monkey always wins. 
Scorpio 
Piebald- "It's a great way to start a road trip, Your lucky number this month is 6. In the chamber, that 
especially a long one." is. Watch out for heavy artillery. 
Antarctica- "It's great city driving Sagittarius 
music." -Colin May Do not trade mix tapes this month. Witches have set the 
evil eye on you. 
"Pinback during the day. Split Lip or anything 
you can dance to at night." -Lindsey Jilbert 
"Gran Turismo by the Cardigans or Until Your 
Heart Stops by Cave In"- Adam Norris 
"Angry Music."- Julee Lottino 
"The Beat/es Anthology- All three cds in a 
row." -Shannon Coogan 
Sigur Ros or Paginini- Depose (guitarist, the faint) 
"Shellac At action Parle or Sonic Youth Bad 
Moon Rising, especially in the fall."-Jason 
Simpson 
I I I 
"Danielle Dax Jesus Egg that Wept and Mohave 3 
Excuses for Travellers." - Annah Landsman 
"Modest Mouse Lonesome Crowded West, Build-
ing Nothing Out of Something or anything by the 
Pixies. I like trying to sing like Black Francis, and 
Modest Mouse has all those great travel 
themes." -Irene Czyszczon 
Mix tapes with themes. "I once made a tape that I 
called the Inverted Divine Comedy. It went musi-
cally from heaven to purgatory to hell." -Andrew 
Gaub 
The Best Little Whore Cat in Muncie 
I obtained Mootsie from one of the locals I worked with at the Dairy Queen. She was an all-black long hair, with two 
::latches of white on her stomach and her tail. [It was not the cute little kittie tail playfully wagging about that you 
:Jould expect. It was crazy. I'm not sure why ... inbreeding perhaps? Species mixing? Perhaps her momma's 
'T1omma had a run-in with an ornery squirrel?) Despite Mootsie's humble hillbilly beginnings, she soon showed signs 
:Jf being a fine feline specimen. 
She was adventurous. For instance, I had these large blue plastic cups [I had stolen them from my mom while 
:Jacking for college) that Mootsie just couldn't help sticking her whole head into whenever she saw one. She didn't 
know what they contained. It could've been water; it could've been household cleaner. Mootsie didn't know ... but you 
see. that was all part of the adventure. 
Mootsie was also a fierce warrior. I often found her proudly carrying around her catch of the day: one of the stuffed 
Deanie frogs I kept on my bed. In fact, she was such a cunning huntress, she even caught the same beanie ten, 
possibly even twenty times! 
And beyond her daring hunter skills, Mootsie was apparently good at a few other things as we!I ... and one beautiful 
June day she gave birth to five healthy kittens. Two Siamese and three tabbies. That's right, the litter had two 
-athers. Evidently Mootsie was a whore. However, instead of Johns, Mootsie was picking up Toms; tomcats that is 
[clearly with an affinity for foreign men ... wink, wink]. 
In any case, the kittens were cute as hell, and Mootsie was still one of the best kitties ever. And I say kittie because 
she was just over a year old. Sadly though, Mootsie was hit by a car in mid-October and went to kittie heaven. 
I would like to thank Adam for taking such good care of her and loving her as much, if not more than I did. 
r 
In loving memory ofMootsie 
1999-2001 
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Dear Run Amok, 
i know the first issue has been out for a while, but i quess i'm not cool enouqh 
to qet my own copy. i've been readinq little by little and i just finished the 
whole thinq all the way throuqh today and i really wanted to compliment and 
conC1atulate you quys it's FUCKING awesome ... the photqraphy was interestinq 
(especially b to the mutha tuckn ill). the interviews were tunny as shit and 
the short stories were entertaininq to say the least. .. i dont know when you 
quys are planninq to put out the next one, but it you'd be so C1acious to accept. 
i could send a tew of my own pictures that ive taken to possibly fill a little 
space in the coolest zine in town it you decide they are worth~ 
let me know please if any of you are at all interested 
Thanks for makinq a cool zine 
qary cooper 
p.s. i'm an aries.... i bet you had no idea the smart ass horoscopes would 
actually be true 
Smartass? Raven Sarcophagi eamed his Astrological Practitioner 
license from the highly reputed Miss Cleo, and he wishes to express 
his disdain for your slanderous comment. We, on the other hand, 
enjoyed your fawning. Do go on. 
The first issue kicked asses misses molasses 
-Aaron Paul Brakke 
Are you implying that we're slow? We resent that. Oh, oooh, wait. We 
get it now. Asses molasses. Ha. Sorry, Mr. Misty. We're slow. 
7)ear:J(un 'J/~C5uc.k, 
g was sorry 10 see you pul my unforlunale ruo1e In lhe last 
Issue. ~r Ihe record, g {I)Quld h"be 10 say g don 'I reaflj; hslen 10 
"an!lry music" on roadlrips-!l've never even been on a roadlrip. 
7fease refraIn from USIn!l me In any fulure arlicles. 
Yulee BolIIno 
We do not apologize for printing your quote in the last issue. We print 
the truth. However, in the future we will not publish any more of your 
contributions because Run Amok wishes to absolve itself from any 
accusations of nepotism. 
yOli t'tloke t'tle \oughl 
Bel"\iotnin Hunt 
We laugh at you, too. 
For all of you who have something to say about us or our zine but are 
too smarmy to say it to our faces, vou are food poisonina. 
Now we draw your cat. 
What a heffer. 
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Interview by Irena Czyszczon and Erin 
Lottino. Photos by Heather Neiheisel. 
We made a CD. 
~ 
~Grunu.AI:.&' &. '"'!F~" 
Hir7huVRV ron/ Into the midnight sun ... 
By who? I thought it sounded 
r, but bad. 
Do you want to guess who it is? 
Dude, you've been listening to 
song too much. 
I listen to Journey very often. 
This is one of those bad MP3's 
some guy plays during a sound 
Do you agree the road is no place 
to start a family? 
Elaborate? 
There are rules. 
RA: Was this during your show? 
Newby: No, we didn't play that night. 
RA: You just got paid a hundred bucks? 
Nic: To get treated like rock stars. 
Aaron: They took us in and made us hang out with 
people who thought we were a really famous band. 
They bought us drinks all night. Can we skip this 
song now? 
Aaron: This is cool, what's this? 
RA: The Eternals. 
Aaron: That's what I thought. [moment of silence 
to appreciate the quality music] Makes me want 
to dance with ladies. 
Ben: What makes you not want to dance with la-
dies? 
Aaron: So this is a good song. What does every-
The Marilyn Manson rules. If one else think? 
are fake. If her name 
with the same letter as your girt- Newby: It's all right. I'd buy it out of the used bin. 
. Man, I had those memorized 
tour. I didn't meet any girls, and I Ben: I like the people clapping. 
't have a girlfriend, but I had those 
memorized. Newby: I'd accept it if somebody gave it to me for 
free. 
Newby: You had something happen 
on tour. It involved chestal nudity. RA: Would you use the CD as a coaster? 
RA: Your chest. or someone else's? 
Dh, man, I was sooooo out of 
it, and this girl decided to rub her 
breasts in my face! That was the rock 
star night where we got paid a hun-
dred dollars to drink for free all night. 
Newby: I might sell it in my distro. 
Aaron: This is going to sound stupid because you 
can tell I have an At the Drive-In shirt on on the 
website, but I was at an At the Drive-In show, and 
was like, nlf you don't like The 
you don't know real music." So 
then, I've wanted to hear The 
You can 
INF!WnIV Is this some kind of weird n='rnr ..... 1 
test? 
Check our reaction with an audio 
IHrlN;l~hl'lr.h test. 
Did we pass? [rubs RA's cords] 
wanted to know what your cords feel 
II'\IF!W~IV I think I have pants like this. Where 
you get these? 
I'm having dirty thoughts. 
Is this Massive Attack? 
Is this humping music? 
Is this true trip-hop? 
It sounds like it so far. 
F 
RA: Everybody close their eyes and tell me 
see. 
Newby: Johnny. 
Aaron: In his underwear. Playing wood blocks. 
Ben: Dh, my gosh, it's a giant ferret. 
ron: I'm not hearing the 'Wha ha ah hah: Is it 
Korn? 
RA: Close, Slipknot. 
Ben: [in his best Slipknot voice) I hate my dad. 
RA: Did you say, "I ate" or "I hate my dad?" 
Take it how you heard it. 
Newby: I like it. I'd do step aerobics to it. 
Ben: I'd dance around a fire to it. 
-'-." 
RA: One of the songs we were going to use was 
Pink Floyd's "Several Species of Small Furry Animals 
Around a Fire." [sic] [Shit-for-brains re-
the song in her little IEHle-da faerieland fan-
It's really "Several Species of Small Furry 
Gathered in a Cave and Grooving with a 
What album is that from? 
Ummagumma. [Shit-for-brains got that right. 
at least.] 
Newby: Never heard that. 
Aaron: [back to the song] It is tri~op. It's got 
the tri~hop voice. It's not Morcheeba, is it? 
Newby: Can I get more cheeba in the monitor? 
RA: I was at a Shellac show once, and Dianogah 
opened for them. The wanted more sound in 
rear monitor, and he goes, "Can I 
more in the rear?" I burst out 
ing. 
I thought it was a security blan-
Security monkey. 
I was a girl, I'd walk around with a 
under my shirt. Nine months later, I 
adopt an Asian baby, just to get dirty 
I used to go dancing at bars, and these 
men wouldn't leave me alone. So I decided 
them, 'What do you think of children?" 
guy goes, "My own?" Then he pro-
Iceedeld to tell me that I'd never pick up guys 
questions like that. 
Yeah. 'What do you think of gonor-
What's your take on that?" 
and Brazil sing to the tune of La Tigre's 
I--\f\l"',~"·~ Your Take on Cassavettes?": What's 
take on gonorrhea? 
That's a good song. I think it's coming 
on their new cd. 
Newby: Aaron must be talking to someone 
important [on the phone]. 
Or Winona Ryder. 
Ben: Winona Ryder got arrested for sho~ 
lifting Zoloft without a perscription. That's 
my kind of girl. 
: Like she needs to steal. 
It's called thievery. 
RA: No! It's that need to fulfill your sex drive. 
hunt and kill. 
Newby: Gwen Stefani got arrested in 
napolis for stealing a few years ago. Can 
edit out my Muncie accent? 
. You don't have a Muncie accent. 
#11 77u1r Dv-J.-~ 
n..Z4<UJ1I-.c.md'" "o...c.e,..." 
You float like a fea-eather;/ in B lJe,fJut.ifufl 
wuuuurld 
Ben: Is this Radiohead? Dylan doing 
Seriously? 
. Yeah [laughing]. 
of the phone) : That is not Bob' 
bad, 
RA: I don't think I told you that the last song 
was Sonic Youth remixing Can. 
Newby: I forgot how it went. 
RA: It was the emotional one. Multimoodular. 
Newby: Multimoodular? I moved into a 
moodular home. 
RA: How do you feel about that? 
Newby: Sometimes I'm moodgy. I'm happgy 
and I'm sadgy. That many moods song was 
techno. I didn't know Sonic Youth was techno. 
Aaron: Well, neither is Can. 
RA: Can tends to be kind of dansy. 
I wish I were spe-ciaV What the hell am I do-
inghe-re? 
Aaron: I can't handle any more of this. I'm 
sorry. 
Newby: It sounds like Bob Dylan on a bungee 
cord. 
Brazil: heeeeeooooooooooor? 
RA: Did you guys think that was really Dylan? 
Ben: That could have been anybody, because 
anybody can do a good Bob Dylan. 
Aaron: Especially Tom Petty. 
J cnc... # S }{ PLult.IL.4. , 
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Aaron: Is this II Top? That guy sounds like 
he has a beard. It's vaguely rockin'. Is this 
Yahweh Mumstein? Is it Iron Maiden? 
Newby: This is something we'd listen to in the 
van when we ran out of cd's. 
Aaron: If you won an arm wrestling contest 
Aaron: So it's Golden Earring because 
they did that "Radar Love" song. 
Oooooooooooooh Smelly Nelly! 
Ben: Something more vaginal. 
Aaron: Did you make a vaginal refer-
ence because you heard a Nirvana 
b-side? 
Ben: "Moist Vagina?" 
RA: NO! You cheated! 
Aaron: No, I didn't! I know [RAJ, and he 
said vaginal, so I thought it was that 
song. I think dirty things. 
Ben: You and vaginal, it's like right in 
the basket. 
RA: It's not Nirvana's "Moist Vagina." 
with me. Aaron: Can we just know who this bad 
Newby: Yeah. In a biker bar. 
Oooooooooooooh Smelly Nelly! 
Aaron: What's this? This is just a bad bar 
band, isn't it? 
band is so I never buy this cd? 
RA: Krokus. 
Aaron: This is Krokus? Like the girl 
from Gummd? 
RA: "I always do and I always do, take 
RA: No. It's from 19B 1. care of 'em!" 
Newby: Is it a Christian band? Newby: I like it when that girl is doing 
aerobics. The mentally challenged girl 
Ben: Stryper? with no eyebrows. 
RA: A Christia.n band with a song called "Smelly RA: Yeah, with pom poms! 
Nelly?" 
Aaron: ·Smelly Nelly?" This is awful! 
Newby: That's the name of this song? So it is 
trucker rock. 
Gross! 
Aaron: That's pretty smelly nelly. 
Newby: Just think of all the hairs, like a little 
forest! 
Aaron: Before we look bad, change the 
ject. 
Newby: Let's talk about art. 
Aaron: Big retarded girls are allowed to 
to Brazil. We love them. 
Ben: I condone it! 
Aaron: I suggest it! Cool, that's song's over 
What's next? 
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Aaron: Is this another cover? It's Sheryl 
doing "Sweet Child 0' Mine: isn't it? 
Ben: Obviously! 
Newby: [like Dylan] Woooah woooah 
woooooooah. 
Aaron: Is it Bob Dylan again? 
Ben: Didn't Tori Amos just do covers? 
Aaron: There's no piano. 
RA: No, but she did do Slayer's "Raining Blood." 
She 5 got a smile that it seems to me 
Aaron: Is this some sort of elevator music 
crap? Now that I say that, you'll tell me 
- ~p ~ ~---------------------.................................... -----
F 
RA: No. You don't like shoegazer, do 
you? 
Aaron: No. My Bloody Valentine still 
hasn't put out an album. 
RA: No, but the girl from Snowpony is 
girl from. .. 
Aaron: ... My Bloody Valentine! Thank 
you! 
RA: Do you like My Bloody Valentine? 
Aaron: I'm starting to get hot. 
Newby: So, anyway ... 
Aaron: What's the next song? 
Ben: [within first 2 notes] "Moist Vagina." 
Aaron: It is? It is. Nice, Ben. Way 2 go! 
Newby: What? Say it again. 
Aaron: Wet Coochie. But it's not Nirvana. It's a 
band with a stand-up bass. 
I preferred her to any other 
Aaron: I can't get into the way it's 
mixed. It's just these giant guitars... Aaron: Is it Sonic Youth? 
Newby: I think it's cool, at least on 
that pink album, they make it sound 
like it's on a warped record. 
Aaron: Who is it? 
RA: Siowdive. 
Newby: Didn't they play at FN Music? 
Oh, that was Siowride. 
Ben: [imitates RA] Oh, Ben, you're 
such an animal. 
Aaron: Oh, Ben, stop making a tool of 
urself. 
Nic: Reminds me of a middle school 
dance. 
Ben: This is totally makeout music. 
RA: It's from the ·Sunday· single. 
Ben: I used to listen to this on the bus on the way 
to school. 
Aaron: This is better than the original. 
Marijuana 
Ben: I've been listening to In Utero constantly in 
the shower. It's a religious experience. I listen to 
"Radio Friendly Unit Shifter" and put it on repeat. 
Aaron: That will knock you out if you listen to it 
more than twice. 
Ben: Imply what you will. I used to giggle because 
this was about a vagina. 
Aaron: Me, too. You're in eighth grade, and it 
comes out, and you're like "Hee, hee: 
Ben: Now I embrace it. 
RA: It embraces you. 
. On the cover of that CD, there 
re sea horses, and there was a song 
called "Moist Vagina." 
Seahorses rule because the dad 
to carry a baby. 
Uke Arnold. 
What's up, Nic? 
Ben: How do you feel about vaginas? 
[Nic pantomimes labia by placing his cupped 
hands as if in prayer and flaps them.] 
Is that the vaginal version of Mr. 
begins to play, and Aaron jum 
claps wildly, happy that we would 
an excellent song for them. 
Tool! Oh, wait. This is my cd. 
He's peeing his pants. 
[making fun of Nic's adorable 
white striped socks] Uncle Fester 
peeing his pants. 
Newby: His Beetlejuice socks are curli 
up and down. 
Ben: Could be Wicked Witch of the West. 
[Nic's toe pops out of his sock.] 
Ben: That is so Popeye. 
Newby: I wish your big toe were a little 
ger and had a big band-aid on it. 
Aaron: This song rocks me. [blows 
berries and gives the thumbs-down] 
RA: But what's it called? 
Newby: Der Fuhrer Meister. 
Aaron: -Anchor's Away?-
RA:YEAH! 
Aaron: That makes me the homosexual mem-
ber of the band, becuase I know sailor songs. 
Wait! That's boat rock! 
RA: YEAH! [RA is well rounded as well as witty.] 
J~ #9 J-k Yau.t.Ic. ~ 
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Ben: The Simpsons? 
[It is so distorted, it sounds like it's being played 
with knives on violins.] 
Newby: Is this Motorhead? 
RA: (indignant that he has confused Sonic Youth 
with Motorhead) It's Sonic Youth. 
J~ #10 D~ "Pta-
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Newby: I like this. 
Ben: Is this Catherine Wheel? 
Aaron: What's this a cover of? I kind of like it. 
The voice sounds familiar. 
I've waited hours for this. I've made myself so 
sick. 
RA: Why don't you guess what song it is? 
Aaron: I can't tell. 
RA: Here's a hint: It's a Cure song. What do you 
think, Ben? 
Ben: [in a silly-billy voice)1 think Newby's silly. 
Should've stayed asleep today. I know the name 
of it. It's on the tip of my tongue. 
I never thought tonight could ever be/ this close 
tome 
RA: He just said it. 
~en: The Get Up Kids cover this too, and I played 
It for you on tour. You were like, this is kinda 
good. 
Aaron: If the Get Up Kids cover it. then we should 
know the name. 
Ben: Close to Me! What's up! In the 
house! Raise the roof. 
RA: By? 
Newby: I don't know. OJ Shadow. 
RA: Dismemberment Plan. 
Newby: I have never heard of them before. 
Aaron: I put them on in the van. Nobody 
liked it. I don't think we even finished the 
cd. Probably because that was after Daryl 
from Cancer Conspiracy talked crap about 
them. 
Ben: I heard they were pretty terrible live. 
J __ p. #11 P:'H.1t. !FLayd, "'fIt 
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RA: It's not a cover. 
Aaron: It so~nds. like someone trying to 
do the F!amlng LIPS, or the Flaming Lips 
were trying to be them. 
Newby: It reminds me of Queen in South 
Florida. 
Aaron: It's so cute! 
RA: Nic, what do you think? 
Newby: Nic listens to Mr. Children and Mu-
tant Stereo; Hysterical Blue, and Japanese 
bands. 
RA: You like Japanese noise? 
Newby: Pocket Biscuits. 
Aaron: This sounds like it could be some 
of that Vietnamese pop stuff that we found 
in Johnny's car, er Johnny's house. 
Ben: His couse? 
Aaron: Well, that's what is was. 
RA: You act like it's a dirty pair of 
wear that you found in the couch or 
glove compartment. 
Aaron: So what is this? 
RA: Nic will give you three hints. 
Aaron: This isn't a game show. 
-
RA: The first word rhymes with stink, 
the second with android. Stink fin,., ...... " 
Aaron: Pink Floyd? This sounds like 
Barret. Syd Barret did some awful 
ful stuff. It's like that Spinal Tap song 
where they're all like, "Listen." The song 
with the flower people. 
JcrN.P: #12 !FfLaH.1t. 3-a.p.J1a, 
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Newby: This is ... 
Aaron: Frank Zappa. 
Newby: "Don't Eat the Yellow Snow: 
Aaron: His voice is so unmistakeable. I 
wish I knew about Frank Zappa. He 
seems 50 awesome. There's such an 
immense amount of stuff, it's hard to 
get into unless all your friends ,,1 •• ::,,::.1'1\11 
like Frank Zappa. 
Newby: I like that picture of him sitting 
on the toilet. I like his nose. 
Aaron: I like his daughter. 
Moon Unit. I like the name. 
> 
< 
I don't think I've ever seen a pic-
of her. She was in some sitcom. 
RA: No, she was a VH1 vj. 
Newby: I like Far Stucker. Isn't that one 
of his kids? I like Black and Decker. 
Newby: And he's known as one of the 
craziest, out-there musicians. It proves 
that it doesn't take a mind full of drugs. 
Aaron: Pighead. Oh, that's the guy from 
the Grateful Dead. But it does take out-there think-
ing, no matter how you get there. 
Newby: How many kids does he have? 
ron: I thought he just had two. 
RA: He has three, because there's 
Dweezil and Ahmet. 
Ben: That would suck. 
RA: He must have gotten teased. 
Newby: Frank Zappa's so funny. 
Iks about eating snow with dog 
on it. 
ron: It's so awesome that 
didn't do drugs. He was just like, 
not for me: 
xBenx raises X-Ben wristwatch. 
Moogly!" They said 
ercial where he 
on the end-zone. 
of people who listened to it did 
Aaron: Everybody who listened to it ever 
was doing drugs. 
Newby: It's so funny because it's about 
pee. 
Aaron: It's a primitive snow cone. 
Newby: It's a salty snow cone. 
And the husky wee-wee 
Is that like a big penis? 
RA: You get a time-out. 
Ben: I will not be censored. ...moist 
husky wee-wee is my favorite thing ... 
I keep getting a picture of this joke where 
r bears were excited because they eat 
in igloos and it's crunchy on the outside and 
and chewy on the inside. 
#13 rg-~ ~, "JtAtf V,.. 
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Is this Big Audio Dynamite covering the 
It's a cover, yeah? No? 
Nic really is in the band. 
Did he say "poopie?" 
He says "little pee-pee: Husky wee-wee to a 
pee-pee. 
We're on a scatalogical humor kick here. 
You've gotten 10 out of 11. 
Newby: One of the guys from Talking Heads is doing 
next Juliana Theory album. 
Producing it? David Byrne? 
They are big now. I like the Talking Heads. 
all about them. [sings) Once in a lifetime. This 
not your perfect house. 
n: I only have the record with the monkey on the 
This is "Stay Up Late," and it's from Uttie Cree-
Were any of you in marching band in high 
I~~.hnnl? 
Nic, what did you play? Nic, talk. 
Nic said, -Bass drum: 
It's not funny to make fun of mute people. 
you, Brazil. And RA was afraid we'd come out 
of this interview with diminished morals.] 
-
.. Now a public 
. 
servIce message: 
The 
Union for 
Tolerating 
Schizos 
would like to 
remind you that 
.. June is Spay-
Your-Psycho 
Month. 
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Ezekiel and Isadora 
b\' II C:"lU Cz J Jz,~zon 
'Wait, I want this to be special." Isadora grabbed her shirt and 
put it back on, accidentally inside out, and pulled Ezekiel behind her by 
one of his belt loops. 
"It will be special because it's just you, me, and the stars, pussycat" 
"Shut up, Easykill, and just follow me." 
"Rreowrr. So, where are we going?" Ezekiel's foot rolled over a 
fallen ear of com, but he quickly regained his balance. 
"You'll see." Isadora turned to show him her smile, the smile of a 
cat that just ate the family parakeet Ezekiel could see her burping 
out a feather. He knew she loved surprises, but surprises were hard 
to come by ever since the People's Liberty Union gained majority 
control of both the Senate and House last election-if you could even 
call it an election. Every news show on all the major networks reported 
that the losing candidates either switched to the PLU or went home, 
and sure, some of them stayed to work in Washington, but too many 
ended up missing or died in automobile accidents. 
Either way, that was twenty years ago, and Ezekiel could hardly 
imagine what life was like before the reforms. He did remember his 
fifth birthday, befo~ birthdays were outlawed. All the other kids' half-
open mouthsand'gil"PlRg eyes mirrored his as he savored each 
present for /:t'lTIinUte 'befgre ripping into the wrapping like a starved 
lion. That 1Na~ the day' hfgot his Fro~9t1}!'l~09~it action figure. The 
Lord of the Rings tnrcigyi.yasturne9 in1P :,~ii!~.iQn series, and Ezekiel 
was in lov~ w~ t!)E! UlJd~ts,ied h£:r8':~~~ '" §~:;i:}; 
But nowth~h:iwClsonly one _bir;;tt:i_ct:~Y;I\Ii:ivei11ber 20, the birth of 
the new natlon;t1leUnited pec:ipl~;:pfli.hl~-riI;aY'lf you got action 
figures for OurJ:lirt.h~~~ywere y~~i{E~(;pJ~l'Ar_rny men or women. 
They made: otherici~l-bUt out_bf(eaf'}~fpatriotism, parents only 
bought th.eirkids:the'~conimei'ide(i"t(fi6n the list in the Unified 
People'sNewSI8tte~~-'-~~ff'5:';~~: , ,-; ,~ 
IsBd6raand ~ki~rM~'i~f~uridthe.irW~Y out of Cornfield Collective 
412-5.c They hoppep"bWt't1~tr bj~~~:a1i~~p~daled fast Th~~/roae up !he (ji~~p~tij~~Y'tS~¥~~fh~use. "Dorrie, I thought 
you saidyq!iFp~NiritS -~~~_6gme:1:~f,~I~M~r;1~~ 
"Shhhhhr-We'r~ ric,tgCi,ng'fnside'tJ)e house." Isadora ducked 
when she-rode'paSi-th~winclO:w'iidd~sifii(eH her proud feline smile 
agai~J~itr;r~;;i~~~1~~~l~~]!fl:'~~~~ a hundred feet behind 
the house. Isadora grabbed tbe'ecrgeOfthe door and leaned her Weightba-ck,tO~UII.~operla-t~(jf~he~i@~tEld in sideways. Ezekiel 
imitated her:': lheearthY';' muskY<s'fJe~t:sme.ir of hay attacked his 
;,"" ._" ".'. ~,-. ~;.'.,,:',."2:; ': :.~' ";' '" ,. ·,·,:.-e.-. ,',,- ":,_._._ ".- _. -,; .• _ .. ,._:,".:,:~'.I'.-.~~;;~ : r • 
senses;' GraduaUyhe made out-s~apEls,}rl,,~e dark of the bam. 
There were diagonal andfiorizonJ;8loakbeamsabove him, the angular 
outiineofiheJ6hhD~eli:tto'iils~ig-ht:.i~uOded hills of hay like a golf 
OOU~&i~~~~~&i'{;9,;i~t):~" 
Ezekiel Squi~ tOma1<Eime"m~Of1;hE! moonlight that elbowed 
.' :. .": ," . ," .~..; ".:>':; ':' _:,:':,' . -'~!, >';('k::"""-:: c; i _';';:~" .. ~ - ~/,: ~ ~'/:~;'?'!:,?: 
its waYtl:irou9hth~spacesb~~e.ritheb9aros. He sneezed. Twice. 
::jl~~~~~~ttJ~n't be No. ~e~'s no 
"No:,t{I~ ",,-;~:~:'~;, cs-', 
"1 9a9 Fn"ebIN:r-AO'i!t--
" , ____ ,.-... :.-~._: .. ~ .... :,>:. ::: ;.. ~ '--':.'<".;~:'i!'f~. ",,'" .......... ,.,.,;,... rails'::~;~:4e~~~d~~1 .: :c' ~c; _;it~~~;~~~ears ago! For the 
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''You can't tell anybody about this!" 
'No, of course not. How did your parents keep itT 
"My mom knew the Steel Retrieval Inspector General for the 
county_ She tutored him all through high school. He said if it weren't 
for her, he would have dropped out and worked on the fann full-
time." 
'What's wrong with that?" 
"He's allergic to cows, Breaks out in hives, Besides, I think he's 
always had a crush on her." 
'Wow." Ezekiel ran his hand along the leather seats. Cold and 
smooth with tiny ripples. 
Isadora smacked his rear end, "Get in already," 
''Yes, ma'am." 
* * * 
"Do you remember the first time we were in this back seat?" 
Isadora shifted towards Ezekiel under the blanket 
'That's what I was just thinking about It was exactly three months 
ago." 
''You were so scared,like you were committing high treason for 
sitting in it" 
"No, it was more like I was defiling something sacred," Ezekiel 
snickered at how that came out. 
"God!" Isadora smacked his arm and laughed, 
"Shhh, someone's coming into the barn," whispered Ezekiel. 
"Is it my parents?" 
"It's a group of guys. Looks like three, no, four of them." 
"It's in here somewhere: said one of the men. 
"I can't see a goddamn thing," said a second. 
"It doesn't matter. Just pour the gas along the perimeter. If you 
have any left, dump it in the middle, Hurry up!" 
Isadora and Ezekiel clutched each other tightly, Isadora's breathing 
was quick and shallow, Ezekiel couldn't tell if the pounding in his chest 
was his heart or hers. He clung onto Isadora tighter, trying to still the 
pounding, But it just got louder. He wrapped his arms tighter around 
her back and grasped her shoulders in his fists. But the pounding 
was louder still! 
"Ouch," whispered Isadora. 
"Sorry." 
'We need to get out of here." 
Isadora was up on the windshield like a bug smashed on the 
inside. "Is that fireT 
Ezekiel and Isadora jumped out of the car half-naked. Flames 
blocked the door, Ezekiel dove back into the car and grabbed the 
blanket. He wrapped it around the both of them, and they jumped 
through the fire, Ezekiel could feel pain in his feet, but he didn't know 
if they were burned or cut 
"Are you okay, DorrieT But Isadora didn't answer, She stared 
at the barn. Except for the occasional flames licking at the door 
frame, it didn't look like there was a fire inside. The moon was full and 
illuminated the backyard. There were just the two of them, The tree 
swing was swaying as if by a ghost Crickets chirped by the hundreds. 
For a moment, Isadora and Ezekiel were just two young lovers 
snuggled in a blanket, looking up at the stars instead of a future they 
could never have. 
• 
If I Were Wannabe Goth 
by Julee Lottlno 
Some days I wish the sun would stop shining on my soul. Some days I 
wish my name was Orgasm a Asphixiana. Some days ... I wish I were 
wannabe goth. 
If I were wannabe goth I would smoke my weed out of a bowl shaped 
like a dragon. 
If I were wannabe goth I would have the opposite of tan lines. 
If I were wannabe goth I would understand that Rose McGowen needed 
the money and had to go from making funny low-budget teen horror 
movies that appealed to my blood-thirsty tastes to starring on Charmed 
with the chick from Who$ The Boss. 
On the other hand, if I were wannabe goth I would be happy that 
Marilyn Manson dumped her way-too-sexy ass so I could have a bet-
ter chance at marrying him. 
If I were wannabe goth, my boyfriend would probably look a lot more 
like Robert Smith. However, his darkened soul would not allow him to 
feel like Robert's does. 
If I were wannabe goth, I would have self-inflicted razor wounds in plain 
view and act like I didn't want anybody to see them. 
If I were wannabe goth, I would have at least three books filled with 
shitty poetry about how nobody understands me. 
If I were wannabe goth, I would show those books to people I just met 
and then wonder why even they don't understand me. 
If I were wannabe goth I would still sing N*Sync in the shower. 
Alas, I will never have steel-toed Doctor Martens that I even wear 
when it's 90 degrees. I will never go on Ricki Lake to tell my mom I'm 
a vampyre. I will never be ... wannabe goth. 
by Adam NOrriS 
(who IS too lazy for titles] 
Windows down and Tony Bennet blasting, Alfred W. Barton 
roared across the New Mexico desert towards the semi-{)asis of 
Carlsbad. The blazing sun had reached its hazy apex and had begun 
its descent into an afternoon of yellow which would give way to red and 
then black. 
Glancing in the newly polished mirrors, he scanned the road 
for signs of life. Seeing no other motorists, Alfred decided to test his 
new Ford Explorer to the limit. Stabbing his foot into the accelerator, 
he thought of his wife as the engine leaped into full submission and the 
needle plummeted below the speedometer's grasp. 
* * * 
Dreaming about life beyond the stars and the rumors from 
Roswell, Curtis P. Dean coerced his aged Ford pickup into a steady 
velocity of thirty-two mph. The blazing sun had reached its hazy apex 
and began its descent into an afternoon of yellow which would give 
way to red and then black. 
Everyday at this time, approximately 12: 15 p.m., Curtis would 
drive along the fence of his twenty-five acre horse ranch to look for any 
signs of marauding intruders. Two exhausting years ago Curtis had 
single-handedly rounded up a band of horse thieves, pirates as he 
called them, with his sleek semi-automatic assault rifle which now 
bumped up against the shoddy storage rack which hung in the frag-
mented back window of his feces-colored pickup. Just as Curtis was 
about to return to his old brick house for a lunch of his wife's county-
famous fried chicken, he spotted a four-foot gaping hole in the wiring 
of the electric fence. In the near distance, someone dressed in a tan, 
ankle-length overcoat caught sight of the truck and began to sprint 
toward the hot, shimmering highway. 
* * * 
Eddie C. Florenz carefully crawled along the dusty earth at 
the base of the six-foot electric fence which separated Mr. Curtis 
Dean's horse ranch from the rest of the free world. The blazing sun 
had reached its hazy apex and had begun its descent into an after-
noon of yellow which would give way to red and then black. 
Eddie was forced to situate the nylon straps of the Jansport 
backpack, which dangled limply from his shoulder, as he struggled to 
put the newly sharpened wire cutters back into their proper place. 
Through the fence he could see the galloping black stallion that he 
had longed for throughout his twenty-five-year life. Halfway through 
the four-foot hole that he had constructed in the sparking electric 
fence, Eddie heard the unmistakeable sound of Mr. Dean's ancient 
pickup lumbering down the dirt driveway. As he tumed and ran for his 
life, Eddie's tan ankle-length overcoat repeatedly got caught on bushes 
and shrubs until he stumbled onto the hot, shimmering highway. 
* * * 
As Alfred W. Barton sped along, putting distance between 
himself and his wife, he methodically inspected his nostrils in an at-
tempt to locate and remove any unsightly hairs that had grown too 
long. Just then, a deafening crack shook him from his task and forced 
his attention back to the hot, shimmering road. To his right Alfred 
thought that he saw a middle-aged man with a nasty-looking rifle, but 
• wa, fa' too blu,,., to ""ogn;,e. '" Alf",d looked fcowaro I: l IS I 
again, he felt the Ford Explorer shiver as if struck by a boul- . 
der, and the windshield was covered with tan. I C~7g2 . 
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by Dan Glaser 
[vvho IS too good for titles) 
Kris Pollack always wore 
orange neckties. I would pass him 
everyday on my way to the dog 
track. He would be walking, and I 
would ride past him on my bike. I 
rode my bike because I had lost 
my Buick to a friend of mine over 
the Masters Golf Championship. I 
had Freddie Couples to win ... a sure 
bet in my opinion. Couples had 
been a "whirlwind force" in the golf-
ing world all year. Then of all the 
amazing pros on tour, that punk 
Tom Kite wins. Anyway, Kris would 
always be walking and wave hello 
with that orange tie flapping. I 
would do that two finger wave that 
people do from a handlebar when 
they don't want to take the effort 
to rebalance and wave properly. 
It's not like I couldn't straighten my 
back and salute him like a good boy, 
I just didn't want to. Damn, I hated 
seeing that guy everyday. You 
could tell that he was one of those 
people that knew eve ryone, but no-
body seemed to know why. He 
thought he was so clever wearing 
his orange ties with every outfit. He 
didn't care if it matched. Suits, jog-
ging outfits, you name it. If you saw 
Kris ... you get the point. He wore 
them so often people got used to 
the idea of the orange-tieiJuy. It 
was expected. I even tried to 
wave at him one day but he was 
talking to some 
h otpu II edu pi na bu n blond gl ass e s 1 eg gyb u si n e s s type 
woman. Alii could hear as I whizzed 
by was "Hey, nice tie: Then one 
day Kris decided he needed some 
extra attention and "forgot" to wear 
the tie. I rode by and just shook my 
head as he grinned wildly and made 
a finger-gun motion where it was 
supposed to be. I barely recog-
nized him without that tie. The next 
day I didn't see Kris at all. In tact, I 
didn't see him until about three 
months later at Shady Grove bowl-
ing alley. I saw him sitting next to 
some seedy character nursing a 
beer. Apparently, the doorman 
didn't recognize him when he tOI'-
got the tie. He was 
16 three hours late to 
Pg 
207.2 
work and lost his job. 
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Interview and pictures by Irena Czyszczon and 
Erin Lottino 
spitshine: We adore them [see image]. 
RA: If you were to endorse something, what would 
you endorse? 
Ryan: I suppose it would be an attitude thing. 
Don't take anything seriously. Joke, or a 
farce. Have fun. Do a good job, but don't let 
it break your spirits. I'd endorse a lot of 
things. Cigarettes, beer, fun, expression. No, 
don't take anything too seriously. 
RA: Is that how you live your life? 
Ryan: I try to avoid stress and keep it 
simple. I make enough money to pay 
rent, have a car, all this other stuff. But 
I live on the floor. That's enough. I don't 
want the stress. I have a home, but I'm 
never in it anyway except for going to 
sleep. Simple. There's the one line in 
"Devil's Spitshine." The first verse is, 
"What lurks in the shadows behind those 
tired eyes?" Oh, wait. "What lurks in 
the shadows behind those blues?" 
That's it. "Devil put a spitshine on your 
working class shoes. Feet nailed down 
to the factory floor. Got to go to work. 
Got to make more for my family who I 
don't even know. I'm distant, de-
pressed, and goggles made of thorns. 
Drink too much, too many cigarettes, 
too. But I sure as shit have got my liv-
ing room suit: That's America. And 
all those guys, all us people, do our best 
to do what we think is right. We still 
end up distant from our families, which 
is really what shit's all about: love. 
RA: Preach it! 
Ryan: They're distant from their fami-
lies, but they've got all this stuff. They're 
miserable. I don't need that stuff. 
RA: How do you avoid it? 
Ryan: I never went to school, so I didn't 
have to owe any money. Avoid owing 
money is one way to do it. There's give 
and take for that kind of lifestyle. 
RA: [starts to taste her foot] One way to do that 
would be to not have a family and just live for your-
self, but I don't know how many people would advo-
cate that because most people don't want to be 
alone. 
Ryan: That would be a lonely life. I tried 
that, even. 
RA: [pushing the toe jam aside with her tongue] A 
family? 
Ryan: No ... 
RA: [toenails scrape her epiglottis] How many kids 
you got, Ryan? 
Ryan: I've got one coming, actually. 
RA: [OOH!] When? 
Ryan: Springtime. There have been some 
changes. I'm still me, but I got a couple less 
vices. I just smoke and drink, which is prob-
ably too many already. I've never saved 
money before. It's always worked. I take that 
very seriously. I didn't plan on it. I'm going 
to do my best to not let the rest of the world 
bother me and get me down. That's why I 
play music and perform and I'm a loudmoth 
sometimes. I suppose I need attention or a 
place to express myself. 
RA: Do you always need to be center of attention? 
Ryan: No. Sometimes. 
RA: Make up your mind. 
Ryan: I just don't know. You rack your brain 
to try and figure it out why I do this. Why am 
I driven to do these things? There's not 
much of an answer or it changes for you all 
the time. You just are. 
RA: Were you a troublemaker as a kid? 
Ryan: No, I was a quiet kid. But shoot, 
this is a rock 'n' roll interview. I don't 
want to get into my childhood. But I 
oftentimes do because it makes it all 
make sense to me why I behave the 
way I do. It doesn't make sense to you 
when you're a kid. You need experi-
ence or perspective to be able to make 
sense of those things. It's a screwy life. 
That's why I know what to do or not to 
do with this kid I'm having. My dad was 
e was an nsp on to 
me because he was a flaky artist, but 
as far as being responsible, no, not at 
all. He wasn't there. He was gone pur-
suing his thing with art. I looked up to 
him for it, but he never made good. As 
soon as I'm gone and it's safe, the 
dude's back in town trying to play dad. 
Come on, where the hell were you? And 
money's not important, but it is at the 
same time. There's a fucked up duality 
with it. Never paid a dime or anything 
like that. I don't like that very much. I 
think it's lame. 
So I know what not to do. I'm going to be 
here. I'm going to pay and pay and pay and 
not mind. That's the deal. I never had any-
thing better to do with myself but to look for-
ward to this thing. It really all boils 
down to love. Life's a fickle bitch, but a 
kid is always your kid. Out of all the 
things I've done, this is the most worth-
while thing. It's the only reason I've 
ever straightened up for anything. 
[blows raspberries] Next question. 
RA: Do you think your kid will affect your art? 
Ryan: Yes. I think the stuff I do is in-
spired by life, rather than just sitting in 
a hole somewhere, brooding and brood-
ing, and just spitting something out. 
Which may either hit people or not. It 
may be over their heads, or hit them 
where it hurts. 
All expression is an expression of life. Some 
of those songs are different. Some of them 
are mad, and some aren't so mad. 
Some are, to me, pretty. I wrote them 
on an acoustic, and they sound nasty, 
maybe. That why I like that name. It's 
the irony of that name. spitshine. I think 
up beautiful tunes, but gross music. 
But, yes, definitely, because that will be 
a part of my life. It will work itself into 
the music. I think it has alread"y: The 
mother of my baby [transla-:~ 21 
tion: my baby momma], my re-
lationship with her has already Pg 207.2 
worked its way in. I'm really ·32·18.~ 
loose about it. I rarely hit anything di-
rectly in lyric. It's really about how the 
words sound together to me. 
RA: So nobody can pinpoint a lyric and say, "That's 
about me"? 
Ryan: If they know the song and are real 
close to the situation, I think it's possible. 
RA: Has that ever come back in your face? Has 
,rtyone ever gotten mad at you? 
Ryan: There's one song that came back in 
my face. I wrote this song, "Holy Rollin' 
Roman Empire: I think of words. I just 
said it one day, like how many r's can I 
get in a row? I was thinking about an 
old blues song, and I try to wail. So 
someone thought I was dissing her 
friends and people who go to church. 
I'm just talking about the country, and 
it's really just writing a song, having fun. 
This place is a joke we take too seri-
ously. I love it. I'm here or I'd live in 
the woods somewhere. It was just a 
couple neat words in a row. 
RA: What about that song with the lyrics, "How 
would you like to swing from a star. Don't you know 
you already are?" Was that written for someone? 
Ryan: No. Me. I was spending a lot of time 
by myself. I was just getting used to living by 
myself. I was in a relationship for th ree years. 
I just got out of it a couple of years ago. I 
was always out. I'd walk to the coffee shop, 
sit upstairs and write. That's what I did. I've 
always had an affinity for The Little 
Prince. I'm not even that familiar with 
the sto All I' e eve d d to s 
the wall. You can blame the lazy daisy 
that brings but never falls. The trau-
mas of life, you know they happen to us 
all. Collected for reflection: That's for 
everyone else. Keep your chin up. 
Then it's back to me in the third. ·Sil-
ver shadows hazy. I'm drunk and at the 
bar. Who can blame a man for drink-
ing when he didn't see your car? When 
walking seems like miles wonder where 
you are. Collected for reflection: 
Then the chorus: "How would you like 
to swing from a star. Don't you know 
you already are?" You can be. It's all a 
matter of attitude. Shut up with your 
whining. 
Sometimes, if I'm in an extremely randy 
mood, it's about having sex with me. 
Just sometimes I will smile when I say 
those line. Somebody had sex to make 
us appear. We'll probably have sex 
someday ourselves-
RA: One can only dream. 
Ryan: Or have already. That's a pop 
topic. 
[a moment of silence] 
"Shoot, this is a rock 'n' roll interview." 
the picture of thiS little kid hanging out 
on the moon. That's been me for a long 
time. And that song, "How would you 
like to swing on a star, carry moon-
beams home in a jar?" I always put 
those two together. 
It was inspired from the shadow in my 
espresso. It was a crescent. "Silver 
shadows lazy in the little prince's room. 
Who can blame the little man who's liv-
ing on the moon? When he wakes, he 
runs, he catches a beam or two of moon. 
Collected for reflection: 
~i 22 The second verse is more 
about some other people, but 
Pg it's also still about me: "Silver ~07.2 
.Jl.18~ shadows crazy dance across 
... " . g 
Ryan: [points to RA's chest] Get a new 
tattoo? It's nice. How long will that last? 
RA: About a week. depending how often I shower. 
Ryan: I wish mine would wash off. 
RA: Do you not want some of your tattoos? 
Ryan: I don't want to talk about it. 
RA: Obviously. [points to paper doll chain around 
upper arm) This one looks like it's just starting. 
[mmmmm sweat socks) 
Ryan: This one was the first one I got! I got 
this one on my way to Cuba when I was 
in the Navy. It sucked being property, 
but just behave, and they won't mess 
with you. My father told me two things, 
and that's the best thing I've ever got-
ten from him. "Eat the shit and grin: 
and the path of least resistance. 
We took a face razor and a pen, jail-
house style. I pretty much did it just for 
the story. Paper dolls, you know? 
Everybody's wearing the same uniform, 
and everybody's getting the same tat-
toos. I was already a punk kid when I 
went in, so it was how I reacted to it. 
This number five [points out 5 tattoo on 
lower arm J, what the fuck is that? I felt 
I was thumbing my nose at these guys 
getting these stupid tattoos. But now I 
wish I had an anchor there. Things 
change. It's funny. This one's the only 
one that means something [points to Vir-
gin Mary tattoo]. I'm not Catholic, but I 
am Mexican gangster. 
RA: spitshine is composed of your voice, guitar, and 
drums. We've noticed you use a drum machine on 
one song. Are you planning on adding any other 
instruments? 
Ryan: I want to. I want to keep Alex 
and I Alex and I. The songs are so 
simple, I hear all this room for more tex-
ture in them. Get Jesse Lee to play some 
organ. I would like that. One other 
thing is that the two of us are a novelty 
that seems to be working. 
RA: It doesn't take as long for you guys to set up. 
Ryan: My friend Earl with the ponytail plays 
baritone horn, and we're working out 
some things with that. No big plans. The 
first music that kicked my ass was MGM 
cartoons. They'd have big bands and 
jazz do the score for Tom and Jerry and 
Pink Panther. Some of the stuff was 
just smokin' hot. It was animated per-
fectly with the movement of the char-
acters. I wanted to write that kind of 
music. Composing, but not as dreary 
and academic as classical. More fun 
but with all the same instruments. 
• 
meaning of the music changes with too 
many cooks and chiefs in the kitchen, and not enough 
Indians to use the spatulas. 
Ryan: Right. That's true, too. I'm not too 
worried about someone else coming in 
and jiving up the mix because I won't 
have it. 
RA: Lay down the law. Lay it. 
Ryan: I'm not a dictator. Alex has 
pretty much been a guitar player and 
noise guy who's learning to play drums 
with spitshine. He's always been able 
to keep a beat and has rhythm. When 
I show him a tune, we'll just rock it a 
few times before I give him any coach-
ing. Sometimes he'll overplay because 
he's excited. It's fun to play the drums. 
After we've rocked it a few times, I'll tell 
him, "Back off the metronome and get 
dramatic." A lot of the cues and 
changes we do are lyrical. It stretches 
out different every time. We don't want 
anyone else in there fucking it up. 
RA: You guys work together really well. 
Ryan: Yeah, we do. 
Alex: After I finish a song I giggle be-
cause I can't believe I just went through 
it. I'm not exactly a musician. It was 
pure chance that I picked up the drums 
for Ryan. 
RA: Are you enjoying it? 
Alex: Yeah! It's really cool. That's not 
the kind of music I was supposed to play. 
If I never decided to listen to rock and 
roll, I would probably be playing bal-
lads like Tito Puente or something. 
That's all I heard when I was a kid. It's 
crazy. <girls come behind him and pet 
his curls> I feel like it's an aberration 
that I play rock and roll compared to 
whatever my family listened to. 
RA: Have they heard your music? 
RA: Are you embarrassed to tell them? 
also because it may be scary to r 
how mad I am. I want to lighten it up a 
little bit. The audience appreciates that 
when the band cares, or that they're not 
so uptight that they won't goof. Alex: No, no. They will like it. They 
probably won't believe that I am the one 
behind the drums. RA: Do you have any specific influences? You have 
an interesting technique of playing drums with a 
RA: Are you starting to think of yourself as a musi- maraca. 
cian? 
Alex: Sometimes. When I'm playing with 
Ryan and he looks at me and tells me, 
"The second time I do the [sings) feel, 
you do this." I try to keep up with that. 
Most of the time we're not in the best 
condition to keep an exact diagram of 
a song in our minds. It's more organic. 
RA: Word on the street is you were going to in-
elude skits in between the songs. 
Ryan: This idea came to me, and it's 
just because I'm just a clown at heart. I 
want to work in these little bits in be-
tween songs in the show. Like set up a 
story. 
I woke up the other day, and I'm eye-
level with the milk crates on my floor, 
and everyone of them I've stolen. Ev-
ery one of them says "Punishable by 
law.w So I'm thinking of this scenario 
where these big burly guys are in jail 
asking each other what they're in for ... 
you get where I'm going here. So it's 
like milk crates or mattress tags. 
There's also the hot foot routine. I'm 
sitting there smoking at the coffee shop. 
I've got my Beatie boots on, and if I don't 
have an ashtray, I'll just ash in my boot. 
I was thinking what's going to happen 
one day when the cherry falls off in my 
boot? Instantly, I was like, I'm going to 
duct tape my feet up so I don't burn 
myself, and put one in there on stage, 
and do the hot foot. Frantically go flail-
ing on the stage. 
Jilly and Mariah want to do backups on 
the Holy Rollin' tune, the "I'm madw 
parts. To me that sounds so great to 
have some doo wap "I'm mad." The 
female voice sounds wonderful, and 
Alex: I like Yo La Tengo and Sonic Youth, 
but I'm also into rockabilly like the 
Cramps and John Spencer Blues Explo-
sion. 
Ryan: I was waiting for you to ask that. I grew 
up listening to the Beatles. Recently I've had 
a love affair with big band music and jazz. 
Frank Sinatra in particular. 
I like the Lou Reeds. I get inspired by 
the things I see happen in front of me. 
This band Tiny Human Creature that was 
around in Muncie kicked my ass. It was 
the first group I ever really saw in a base-
ment. I had just graduated from high 
school. I always wanted to play music, 
or be rock 'n' roll, but I just didn't think 
it was possible because all you see is 
the crap on television or the radio. It's 
like eh, they're somewhere far away 
making that. So I'm seeing these bands, 
some of them suck, but it's all about the 
audacity to suck in front of people. So I 
saw Tiny Human Creature, and I decided 
right then what side of the stage I 
wanted to be on. 
RA: How much do you feel the scarf adds to the 
essence of the band? 
Ryan: I don't usually wear the scarf on 
stage. This scarf was in the closet when 
I was a little kid, but it was always too 
big for me to wear. 
RA: How much do you think your hair adds to the 
band? 
Alex: Maybe in the next ter ~~ 
years we will become a hai 
band. Ryan will help me. It wil 
get popular again. Glam I 
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girl in the window 
fierce, white nkorthem sky 
taken to your path of ice 
skeletal twigs and husks of warmth 
map to my every move 
Hyper-Afflicted 
balance, there is a cancellation 
of forces 
my teeth grind because I miss you. 
-Adam Norris 
lines are drawn and set 
to number 
6/3/01 
the way the ancient floor reflects 
wooden shadowed sunbeams 
from the glinting of five-thirty 
to the black hole at the end of the hall 
never made me feel so alone. 
-Adam Norris 
no wobble sway 
elongation or shrink 
The pharmacology 
brand doctor 
in his commission suit 
with the Hypocratic oath 
hung thick on his walls 
and fading at the floorboards 
where I stand 
I float away on the river 
of symptom solutions 
with oars heavier 
than the burden 
I carried in 
I pause to put my head down in 
shame 
of the human condition 
which I am afflicted 
and curse the skewered 
state 
of capitalized health 
-Am bam 
... and you wake up and find yourself in a strange place, not knowing how frightened you should be 
It seems as though you were looking for something. 
Maybe it was the way your sisters taunted you 
or perhaps it was just loneliness. 
Regardless of the reason, you felt as if 
something was missing from your life. 
You asked the wise old woman what to do-
you asked for her help. 
She told you that the answer was on 
a streetcomer in the big city. 
So you went to the city and you stood there all day. 
The clouds bore down and the rain came, 
but you stood there obediently, waiting. 
It was cold and night came as you waited, 
and finally a car slowed to stop. 
When you saw the face in the car 
it all tumed to black. 
... and you wake up and find yourself in a 
strange place not knowing how frightened you should be. 
-Nic Lee 
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Metro 
Calm drip rain 
And the faint sound 
Of foreign tongued children 
Matched by food gathering 
Pigeons and strategically 
Placed benches 
Traffic-street 
In front of a cosmic themed museum 
And my content gestures 
Ring true of boredom 
And lack of a high 
Brought to 
Low ... of what I'm wanting 
Solitude 
-Francis Bashone 
• 
Breakwaters Echo 
I'm awake 
listening to cars pass by 
The road outside screams 
& I echo 
on the inside 
They say death is final 
I am watching him, so intent on watching him, shoved deep in a pocket of comer 
space I am so intent standing here, twisted up and dancing like the breakwaters 
flowing over the edge I have found this island in the sea of the crowd and I have 
built this bridge with my eyes and occasionally he crosses and alii can do is to 
barely hold it up as all thoughts of bridges become secondary to this connection 
and I used to feel so inward so trapped and I see myself sitting there a year ago 
crunched in a ball in my closet because really I had nowhere else to go, and I was 
pushing in on myself so hard and trying so hard to get out and feeling so stupid that 
I was sitting there in my closet crying. 
and he keeps scaring them away 
I jump when the phone rings 
-Am bam 
the door steals the hallway's light 
as it completes its solitary circuit. 
Behind unchallenged darkness, I know you rest. 
Deviance dances through your mind, 
duty masks your spirit, 
and I, in another room, await dawn's vicious light. 
-Adam Norris 
Graceless Crust 
We will never stroll 
we don't have pretty teeth 
and we hate the way hairspray smells. 
I love your realness 
your face is made up of face 
and your eyes are beautiful because 
they shine so clear and true and when you touch 
me you ruffle it all up and I am ruffled up 
because you touched me 
So people see the what but I know why. 
You are a crusty one 
utterly without grace but god you outclass the cream 
And I revel in you, wallow in you, and your shamelessness 
your accessibility 
I roll around in the earth and fire of you 
growling like a blissed out dog. 
The debs are repelled and envious of my squint eyed smile and 
pale face, the faint rash on my neck 
and that "mmmmmmmm" from my throat that 
just sort of sounds off on its own 
oh why would I polish this off when 
life is 
aaaaaaaaaall 
about 
the crust. 
-Andrea Kuieck 
Teems of Times 
but ,do not answer 
I have nothing to say 
-Ambam 
-human beings cannot bear very much reality. 
-T. S. Eliot 
Imagine that every staircase you've ever climbed, 
you swallowed, always swallowing the steps 
two at a time. It is bothersome to consider how much 
of your future you know-the destiny 
of your present doubled-
or three at a time, tripled: 
Can you see yourself paces ahead, now knowing 
what you're doing then-do you 
see who you ran into before you do, and 
what you will talk about then that petrifies 
you to now? Have you seen and sensed the thick 
malt in your throat become words that syllabically 
water your lover's eyes, 
or is your lover in another's arms, 
and you see their melted caresses and social bravery 
in the knowledge that you're not present-but 
you're future, and the steps you doubled last night 
inflate your horrors, separate from your present 
-translucently cast on your futured self 
as you tum the comer early; . 
discover your faults [then: ignore]. 
You're present is you're past. 
But, now, instead of doubling 'your steps, 
slow down-singly take each step, 
slicing your p~ent into your past and future. 
Imagine the talks you would so desire with that shadow-
like an idealizing, eight-year old brother-
following your every step: 
How much could you teach that younger you? 
-Don't kiss those lips; they're barbed." 
"Don't say those words; they are too." 
There you are, C:1'!~~andraw yourself, 
simultaneously as naive as you are wise, 
embittered with knowledge of experience 
yet with all things innocent and possible belonging to you still. 
And this? This is the poem you've read before 
or that you will be reading again. 
Regardless, you are now. 
-Andrew Gaub 
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Interview by Irena Czyszczon and Erin Lottino 
Pictures taken from www.daryjmusic.com 
"It could have been alii had" 
-lyrics from "The Stare" off of DA.R.Y.L's album 
Technology. 
The show was months ago. We should have writ-
ten about it immediately. Maybe it's the images 
that last that are important. Maybe memories are 
all anyone really has. Memories, like the comers of 
my mind. Misty, watercolor memories of the way 
we were. Maybe we're trying desperately to relate 
DA.R.Y.L's lyrics to a greater nostalgia, or at least 
cosmic meaning. Anyhow, our favorite memory of 
the show: the keyboardistjbassist spilling (pictured 
on opposite page getting beaten by Dylan) his whis-
key on stage and electrocuting himself on his bass. 
Wouldn't that leave an impression on anyone? 
RA: Do you remember your first memorY? 
Dylan: My first memory is, this is get-
ting deep, but I was in my mother's 
womb. I met my great-grandfather, but 
he was actually dead before I was born. 
I remember meeting him, but I didn't 
really meet him. It was in Corpus 
Christi. I was born there. 
RA: That is amazing. 
Dylan: I always ask my parents, but they 
think I'm just lying or crazy. I rem em-
~~ 28 ber being in a restaurant. It 
was all black. The first 
memo.ry I. can remember be-
II 
-
was painting or fingerpainting in Cor-
pus Christi before I moved to Illinois. 
Fingerpainting Superman. What a sur-
prise. Big comic book guy. That was 
when I was four. I moved to Illinois when 
I was about eleven. 
Spammy: I was two years old. My dad's 
band was practicing. I was sitting next 
to the drummer. I was sitting on the 
floor. I was talking to myself. I said, if I 
pick up these 2 big lighter packages and 
start banging thlem on the floor, maybe 
they'll give me a couple drumsticks. I 
picked them up, and I started banging 
on the floor. My dad looked at the drum-
mer, so they gave me a couple of sticks. 
Everyone: That's pretty funny. Ohhh, 
ahhh. 
Spammy: It was funny because the cops 
came then, too. One of my next memo-
ries is wanting to go to the next prac-
tice, and my dad was like, "No, I don't 
want you to go because if the cops 
come, I don't want you to get taken 
away: Pretty hardcore memories, man. 
RA: So is your dad still in a band? 
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Dylan: Your dad's badass. [dirty talk 
ensues] 
RA: So is this the majority talk with the band? 
Spammy: This is tour talk, yeah. We're 
letting you in on the inner circle, yeah. 
RA: I feel so close to you guys. 
Spammy: Do you really? You should. 
This is a connection. 
RA: I feel connected. What do you talk about if it's 
not about sex, or dirty sex at that. 
Spammy: There are 5 guys in a van. 
David: What do we talk about? We talk 
about each other a lot. 
Spammy: Music, Tony Hawk 2. 
David: We have a Playstation in the van. 
Spammy: We also have videos. We 
watch videotapes a lot. We watch a lot 
of CB4. 
RA: Do you have a favorite style of movie or favorite 
director? 
David:. We. brought a lot·of 80s movies 
5 
with us this time. 
Spammy: I'm big on 80s movies. 
RA: Uke Pretty in PinK? 
Spammy: My favorite movie is 
Thing You Do with Tom Hanks. 
Hanks wrote and directed that. 
music oriented and da da da. 
David: Yeah, CB4. 
RA: CB4? 
ThBt 
Tom 
It's 
David: You haven't seen that one? With 
Chris Rock? [to Dylan) Will you bust a 
little CB4 for us into the tape? 
Dylan: "I fucked your dog, I fucked your 
Spammy: I like baby arms. 8aby arms 
are cool. 
RA: Babies are cute. 
Spammy: No, I mean people who have 
really tiny arms. I love it when people 
take them off their fake limbs and throw 
them around at a concert. It's pretty 
cool. One time I got an arm thrown at 
me. 
cat, I would've fucked your mom but the RA: That's pretty cool. 
bitch is too fat.' 
David: That wasn't even close to being 
right. 
Spammy: He's drunk. 
RA: Can you do it? 
Spammy: Of course I can do it, but I'm 
not going to do it. It's obscene. 
RA: How do you guys feel about prosthetic limbs? 
Spammy: Yeah. I started playing with 
it. I put a stick in the hand. I'm lying. 
My eyes are getting browner, aren't 
they? 
RA: What about the ones that actually move for 
you? Uke robot prosthetic arms? If you could get 
a prosthetic limb, what would you get? 
Spammy: Like it was needed? 
RA: No, if you could be bionic man, the six-million 
dollar man? 
JUlee: You're not tricking me into an-. 
other quote, yau fuckers!' Spammy: If .it.",as better thana ·r~gu-
lar limb, hell yes! If someone was like, 
"Here's a leg that can kick through a 
cement brick." That would be cool. 
RA: So you would go for the leg. 
Spammy: Yeah, I'm a leg man. Prefer-
ably two legs. 
RA: If your head was a cloud, what shape would 
people say it was? 
Spammy: Asparagus. 
RA: The whole stalk or just the tip? 
Spammy: That's a great question. Just 
the tip, I guess. 
RA: You can tell we spent a great deal of time 
coming up with these beforehand. 
Spammy: The drunker you get, the 
more the questions become ... 
Unbearable! Which brings back yet another 
memory of DAR.Y.L The schmuck must not have 
been hurt too badly by the electro buzz because he 
started asking one of RA's editors to hit him. "Please 
hit me: he begged during the interview. The sec-
ond RA editor walked past the drunk and her friend. 
"What exactly is going on here?" she asked. 
"I am in the band and you must do as I say. Hit her: 
said the fool and pointed to RA editor #1. 
"No: said RA editor #2 and punched .-.-'--2-9-. 
him in the gut. + 4 
Now we can forget all about it. Again. Pg 
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KIssing The Mirror Excerpt 
Philip Looks Through Old Magazines 
by Came Conley 
The following Saturday. after a week of homework and 
macaroni and cheese and game shows and ceiling fans. Philip was 
happy to get back to The Closet. 
"Hey kid. Got a new shipment of magazines.· Maurice spoke 
over the bifocals he wore when making out handwritten price tags. 
·'Yeah. they was donated bysome old woman who died about a month 
ago. It's in the back, if ya wanna look through them. Maybe you can 
organize them. You know more about them magazines than I do." 
Philip sucked in his breath and walked over to the large box 
Maurice gestured to with his balding head. Judging from the heft of 
the box there must be about fifty or so magazines. Philip found a 
couple feet of space in the magazine room and ripped through the box 
tape. Sure enough, the box was filled with back issues of Life and 
Ladies' Home Journal There were even several issues of Amazing 
Stories, probably left behind from the woman's son after he left home. 
Towards the bottom of the stack was a beat up copy of a magazine 
titJed HoneyBee. He had never heard of HoneyBee, but the alluring 
woman gracing the cover, daring men to worship her seductive beauty, 
drew Philip in like a lost puppy. He opened the magazine, careful not to 
bend the smooth pages. The first section centered around a housewife 
theme. The first photo showed a buxom blonde wearing an apron 
standing beside a colorful cake. licking her red fingers and winking at 
the camera. There were pictures of scantily clad women pushing 
vacuum cleaners, dusting the tops of tall d setting a fancy table 
with a feast of glazed ham, whipped 
potatoes and pumpkin pie. The lady 
of course was leaning slightly, 
thrusting out her backside, revealing 
the lacy top of her thigh high 
stockings. The spread was 
accompanied with an informing 
article on good housekeeping tips, 
like the proper steps for removing 
wine stains from the carpet. 
There were other articles 
and photps. but Philip found the 
Rags to Riches section to be 
particularly interesting. The concept 
of the feature was farm girls 
transformed into glamorous city 
beauties. The first girl sat barefoot 
on a porch swing in her 'before' 
photo. Her name was Marty, she 
was from Arkansas, and her quote 
was, "I worked the fields, now I'm 
working at Bloomingdale's." The 
second, larger picture showed she 
had traded her worn overalls and 
straw hat for a scandalously short 
red dress, her swing replaced with 
an expensive looking full bar. She 
held a clear martini glass in her right hand, raised to the level of her 
arched eyebrows. The second girl, Betsy from Texas, straddled a filthy 
overgrown sow in the first picture, while the transformed version 
presented her walking topless down a store-lined street. arm and arm 
with a tuxedo-clad man. She said, "Pigs are fun, but I prefer stallions." 
Philip preferred seeing her on the pig. The next page featured a bright 
smiling girl not much older than Philip sitting in the middle of a haystack 
Lemon yellow straw pieces stuck out of her bouncy, brassy hair like a 
Technicolor dream. Her flowery dress stretched across her muddy 
knees, and like the first girl, she wore no shoes. Her mouth was 
spread wide open and slightJy blurry. like she was in the act of moving 
her mouth into a smile when the picture was snapped. Her large hazel 
eyes markedly stared not at the camera or the magazine audience 
but at something off to her right. behind the camera, through the 
magazine audience. She looked so happy and carefree-she was 
beautiful. Her glam photo showed her sprawled across thick blue 
velvet. There was no way to tell whether she was lying on a bed or the 
floor, but the velvet rippled in large waves, suggesting it was a large, 
expensive blanket of some sort, probably a movie prop. Her hair was 
still brassy red but now shinier, her curls controlled into sleek waves. 
Her lips, covered in red paint. were slightJy parted, a far cry from the 
girlish grin in the previous picture. And her teeth, they were pearl 
white, a mother of pearl, string of gems in her mouth. Her creamy 
body, a little pink, was completely vulnerable. She was on her side, and 
her backside two-thirds exposed. Her right leg was pulled up and 
almost perpendicular with her belly. Her front was hidden, but her 
right breast was in complete view. HoneyBee said her name was 
Dorene, Dorene from Iowa, and Dorene had this to say: "I like rolling in 
velvet as much as hay!" Philip stared at her eyes, the almond shaped 
eyes. Didn't he see those same eyes in the mirror everyday. 
When Maurice heard the hinges of the backdoor snap open, 
he looked up from his price tags in time to see Philip darting outside, a 
magazine tucked under his arm. 
-..:. 
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Philip bent over to pick up his house key, fallen into a deep 
thicket of brush that buttressed the front steps. Tiny red scrapes 
appeared as if by magic up to his elbows as the weeds scratched at his 
skin. The key resisted being forced into the lock and again after being 
flipped over. A third~time proved successful, and Philip stumbled down 
• 
the hallway into his room. He shut his door, turned the dead bolt, and 
breathed quick, heavy breaths. She wasn't home: the TV was tumed 
off. Probably at Mabel's house. About three houses down. Her only 
friend. Philip's white knuckles led him to the bed where he sat down, 
maintaining his hold of the magazine. The ceiling fan spun, the most 
animate object in the room. The air from the fan's circulation touched 
his coated forehead, cooling the beads of sweat. Suddenly Philip sent 
the magazine sprawling across the floor. The magazine flew open, 
folding and creasing the aged pages. Philip couldn't stand the unnatural 
sight for very long. He picked it up and carefully flung it again, knocking 
it lightly against the wall. This time it landed face up. 
Five minutes, twenty minutes, an hour passed by. It was 
horrible, a terrible thing. The women in those pages weren't supposed 
to be real. They were simply stories, ideas, entertainment. How could 
she? How could this happen? What did it mean? Stories and images, 
like movies or TV. No one really ever won on those game shows. No 
one ever lived outside those pages. Maybe Dorene from Iowa wasn't 
her. Certainly there were other Dorenes from Iowa. Maybe it was 
selfish to think so rashly, to be immediately certain. He had no real 
proof. Maybe the picture didn't exist. It wasn't real, it wasn't there, he 
never saw it. But the magazine was there, resting on the floor like a 
sleeping dog-a pit bull. And there was a picture in it, of a girl with a 
blurry smile and off-camera eyes and dirty knees and naked, so naked. 
Philip slid off the bed onto the floor, resting for a minute to 
organize his thoughts. He shifted his weight to all fours and began 
crawling towards it. When he reached the magazine he slowly pulled 
it over to his lap and flipped to Rags to Riches. There was the first girl 
with her martini and the second riding a pig and the third with a smeared 
smile. Philip felt the buming behind his eyes. She looked so happy in 
:;..-
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the first picture, like she was flirting with life, so ready for the world. She 
challenged men with her parted mouth. And those half-closed eyes, 
these eyes from twenty-five years ago had energy. And the way her 
hair brushed her shoulder, soft and brassy. Her skin was smooth, 
more tempting than the blue velvet she rubbed like a cat against. This 
girl was bold and free and alive. Philip reached up to the lock on his 
door to make sure it was fixed tight. Then he slid over to his bed. 
She was speaking to him, laughing, telling him to help get the 
straw out of her hair. She had just washed it that moming and didn't 
want to have to set it again. Her knees were muddy from playing in the 
bam. The sun streamed in through the cracked wall slates, flies buzzed 
over patches of dried manure left from Milo her horse grazing in the 
field. Help me, she called, and he knelt down beside her and began 
pulling out the dried straw. Her hair melted against his hand, he half 
expected his skin to take on the same reddish hue. Did we get them 
all? Her dress was caught undemeath his knee, but she didn't squirm 
away. In fact she moved a little closer his way causing his cheeks to 
bum. Whats your name? She touched his knee. Philip. His voice 
cracked. Philip! Better, much better. She giggled, and her hand 
tickled his leg. Dh look-a mouse. A tiny gray mouse scampered along 
the peripheral of a haystack across the bam, stopping to throw its 
nose in the air and sniff this way, that way, then scampered through a 
hole in the floor out of sight. We shall name him James. Her voice was 
exact, like a teacher. What if its a girl mouse? She tumed her head to 
him and smiled. Well James is a perfectly suitable name for a gin 
mouse too. I should be honored if my name was James. They both 
laughed and fell back against the hay which suddenly became velvet, 
blue velvet. And she wasn't dirty anymore. The straw was out of her 
hair and no where to be found. I just love velvet, don't you? She spoke, 
but her lips never moved from their slightly parted position. Her eyes 
were half-closed, and her long, black lashes almost touched at the arc. 
The velvet was like water beneath her, carrying her, never getting her 
wet- . 
pboto by Gary Cooper 
The front door rattled with 
the familiar sound of key in lock. 
Several attempts passed before 
the door was pushed open. Heavy 
steps creaked the floorboards. The 
fading sounds of footsteps indicated 
a movement toward the family 
room, across to the TV, and finally 
back to the couch. 
She was home. Philip 
sprang off the bed and hobbled over 
to the door. She wasn't a threat, 
she never comes back here. He 
turned the lock, turned it again, 
again, and again. She wasn't real, 
only this was real. He crept back to 
the bed. 
Her hair brushed against 
her hand-it looked softer than 
before. Everything was softer, more 
alluring, but her beauty was 
untouchable, he couldn't break 
through the electric glow that 
trapped her in perfection. She ran 
her foot, her toes dabbed with red 
polish, up and down her calf, up and 
down. She was alone, but her 
movements suggested she knew 
he was watching her. Her eyes held 
him, her lips mesmerized him. Her fingers stroked the velvet beneath 
her, up and down, until they curled and held fast. She bit her lip and 
closed her eyes. 
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"No road offers more mystery than th~rst.2Cland then I came here. I've been of-
Jne you mount from the town you were bom fered to do a third volume of this. I 
co, the first time you mount it of your OWIiI voli- have yet to take it because once you 
tion, on a trip funded by your own coffeltn of take the check, they put a noose 
wrinkled-up dollars- bills you've saved and around your neck, and then they own 
scroungedfor,workedtheall-nightswitchboard you until you pony up with pages of 
for, missed the Rolling Stones for, sold fragrant notes. I don't feel pressured because 
pot with smashed flowers going brown inside if you write poetry for a long time, you 
twist-tie plastic baggies for. In tact. to disem- have a big impractical streak. 
bark from your origins, you've done everything 
you can think to scrounge money save selling RA: Where are you now? 
your spanking young pussy: 
-and so begins Cherryby Mary Karr 
Mary Karr is a poet, memoir writer, and pro-
fessor. She spoke at Butler University in India-
napolis,lN, and what follows are excerpts from 
the Q&A session. 
RA: How did you get from the end of Cherry to 
where you are now? 
Mary Karr: I haven't read Cherry since 
I wrote it, so I can't remember what 
happens at the end. 
AA: You're driving away ... 
Mary Karr: That's right! I left home with 
all these surfers, tried to move to Cali-
fornia with my dope dealer friend Doonie 
and his little posse. How did I get from 
there to here? I got on a bus. I re-
member Shana Steeny asked me that 
once at Cambridge, and I said, "How did 
you get out of Northern fucking Ireland?" 
I mean, there's trouble and there's 
TROUBLE. I stayed in California for a 
while, and the house I lived in, of the six 
of us who initially moved into the house, 
only two of us didn't go to prison. One 
of those is in the Witness Protection 
Program, there were two suicides. It 
was a dangerous little crowd. 
I went to college. Then I had a lot of 
stupid jobs like every other writer, and I 
moved around. I finally realized I was 
~, 32 an idiot and I didn't know any-
·~4 
thing. So I went to graduate 
Pg school where I worked really 
-.~2~~~~ hard. I made a million dollars 
Mary Karr: I live in upstate New York. 
I'm a single mom and a college profes-
sor. I paint my house. I raise money 
for the university where I teach. When 
my son was a baby, he's fifteen now, I 
taught Composition at three different 
universities. I had six sessions of Comp 
and a baby, so I didn't sleep. But I tell 
you it's a great motivator. You either 
write or you die trying. Yet, if I waited 
until I felt inspired to do it, I would much 
rather eat bon bans and listen to the 
new DMX cd. 
RA: How did the publishing of Liar's Club affect 
your life? 
Mary Karr: I was used to publishing 
poetry, so the thought of people read-
ing anything you publish doesn't ever 
occur to you. I sold my mother and my 
sister on this notion, ·Well, nobody 
bought the books of poems, either.· 
Then I sold like half a million copies. 
The biggest thing is I made money. 
People pretend it's not a big thing, but 
it's a very big thing. All of a sudden, I 
had help. I had this kid, who was barely 
literate, three feet tall, no job, virtually 
unemployable. 
I remember the first reading for the 
liar's Club I gave. I gave it in Boston. I 
lived in Boston for ten years. My son 
was born there. I was a room parent 
in his day care. I taught at three differ-
ent schools. I know a million people 
there. So I go to this bookstore in Bos-
ton. There were three people there, 
and I slept with two of them. The other 
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gentleman thought he 
was a prospect. 
Then all of a sudden I 
was giving these read-
ings, and all these 
people would show up. 
It was quite a surprise. 
So then I was invited to 
do all this stuff that 
you're not invited to do. 
I think the fact that I lived 
in upstate New York and was a mom, I 
just didn't do a lot of stuff. I had to de-
cide. I'm either going to write and raise 
this kid or I'm going to stand around 
eating Triscuits in New York. 
I live in the same house I lived in, I drive 
a Toyota, and I still teach. The surface 
of my life is not that much different. My 
shoes are much more expensive. And 
I had help. That's the difference in the 
surface of my life to look at me going in 
and out of my house. Obviously, you 
feel very conspicuous, and then you go 
back into the state of psychotic denial. 
It's like you never wrote the book and 
no one ever read it. 
RA: Did you ever consider writing Cherry in the 
form of a novel rather than a memoir? 
Mary Karr: It would make so much 
more sense. A novel is a real art form. 
A memoir is really kind of an outsider's 
art. A novel has a whole structure that, 
it turns out, I don't know anything 
about. I've spent all my life reading po-
etry. My imagination is so much less 
good than anything that was happen-
ing to me. 
There's a story I tell about my mother 
right after The Liar's Club came out. 
She was having her kitchen retiled. I 
was down in Texas, and the tile dude 
was prying the tiles off for my mother, 
this little eighty-year-old woman with 
gray hair. She'd been remarried sev-
eral times. The guy peels the tile off, 
and it has a hole in it. He holds it up 
and says, ·Why, Miss Karr. This looks 
like a bullet hole: thinking he was be-
ing really cute. Then my sister says, 
"Isn't that where you shot at daddy?" 
And the tiler's eyes get really big and 
my mother says, "No, that's where I 
shot at Larry. Here's where I shot at 
your daddy: How could you make that 
up? 
I did try to write The Liar's Club as a 
novel, and the character that was me 
behaved much better than I ever had. 
She was better looking, smarter, she 
did volunteer work at the nursing home. 
She really did. For me, I think a real 
novelist writes to tell a greater truth 
with a novel. But for me, it was kind of 
a correction of the story. 
RA: What advice do you have for a young poet? 
Mary Karr: Read, read, read, and then 
write, and then listen to music. Those 
would be the five things, but the first 
three would be read. What's hard 
about reading is it's hard to read some-
thing not written from a time you're liv-
ing. So I think your goal should be to 
read your way back towards history. I 
think for a young poet, it's easier to 
steal your way back, to start with 
whoever's writing that you can hear 
and like, and find out who they read, 
and read your way back to before you 
were living so your ear gets used to 
hearing other stuff. 
It's like an echo chamber now. It's just 
like MTV. If you read a literary maga-
zine or poetry magazine in 1912 or 1913, 
when all these great poets like Robert 
Frost were publishing, it's terrible. 
There are all these poems that sound 
exactly alike. I saw you on the horse 
today/ Your eyes like [mumble rhymes 
with hay]. They sound very iambic and 
very dogged. Most are mawkish and 
sentimental. 
RA: Do you have a writing discipline? 
Mary Karr: Yes. I get up and write ev-
ery day like it's time to' 
make the doughnuts. For most of your 
years as a writer, you're making your 
money some other way. The only way 
I'd get any writing done is if I got up at 
five o'clock in the morning. There are 
also periods of time when I don't write. 
I never don't have to force myself to 
write. You just sit your ass down. 
Ninety percent of it is just showing up. 
I was half as smart and a quarter as 
talented as anybody I went to gradu-
ate school with, but I was one dogged 
little bitch. It's just about punching 
your way through it. You develop a 
muscle and good guts so that you know 
when you're onto something and when 
you're screwing up. I also throw a lot 
of stuff away. I revise poems sixty 
times. I threw away five hundred pages 
before I saved a page for Cherry. 
RA: What do you do when you have writer's block? 
Mary Karr: With poetry it's very easy 
to do exercises. Find a poem you re-
ally like, a poem you just love and can-
not live without. Go through it and 
change every word in it. Where there's 
a noun, put a noun. Where there's a 
verb, put a verb. Steal the syntax of it. 
Often what happens is you find your own 
poem inside it. 
With prose I just start writing badly, 
which is hard for me to do. With that 
said, there are a lot of days where I sit 
there and not much gets written. Most 
of what I write is really bad. This whole 
book would have been, "I got my pe-
dotally true. There's this gush that you 
have as a teenager. That's a good 
thing, but it's hard to keep writing be-
yond that unless you get yourself a 
sense of history. 
RA: Did you think The Liar's Qubwould be a suc-
cess? 
Mary Karr: Absolutely not. I couldn't 
believe they gave me the money they 
gave me for it. I thought, "Boy, I really 
duped those suckers." Who knew? I 
had no sense of it. 
I think I have never written anything to 
the level of quality that I would aspire 
to write to. I have never written any-
thing as good as the poems I truly love. 
Or memoirs either. That's the other 
thing: reading through history gives 
you a sense of the history of the mar-
ketplace so you're not held hostage by 
people who are kicking your ass on a 
regular basis. 
RA: Do you ever feel guilty about writing about 
family and friends? Do you feel some kind of obliga-
tion? 
Mary Karr: The obligation I feel is very 
serious. People say people who write 
memoirs make shit up. Why would you 
make shit up and then publish it? You 
make shit up when you're talking to 
people. Then it's not written down, and 
there's no record of it. I sort of mean 
that seriously. There's a scene in Liar's 
Club where I'm leaving my mother be-
"I was one dogged little bitch." 
•••• riod, I was really sad, I left 
home." That would have 
been the whole book, but 
everything gets revised 
from there. It all unpacks 
like clowns coming out of 
the car. Sommerset Long 
had a great line. -You· sit 
at the typewriter till little 
beads of blood break out 
on your forehead." I think 
that's what you have to do. 
It's very hard. Young 
people invariably like to 
write until they get to be 
25. T.S. Elliott says you 
have to get a sense of his-
tory or else you'll just stop 
writing. That seems anec-
cause she's sending me back to my 
dad. I really don't know when I'm go-
ing to see her again, and I feel sort of 
like I might not see her again because 
she was kind of on a tear. I remember 
my editor saying, "That must have been 
really hard for you to say goodbye to 
her." And I'm like, -It must have 
been." And she said, -But it must have 
been a really big emotional moment.· 
And I'm like, -I don't remember it." 
If I really don't remember something, I 
don't write it. Even if people tell me it 
happenend, or if it seems like a big deal. 
You sort of get ambushed by the truth. 
Anybody who writes fiction or ~~ 33 
poetry knows about this. You 
think you know what you're Pg 207.2 
writing about, it's never what .32-18-4 
you're writing about. It's always some-
thing else. 
RA: What made you want to tell your story? 
Mary Karr: Money. That's sort of a glib 
answer, but I really needed money. 
There was really no other way that I 
could think of, short of dealing dope, 
to make money. I've always loved mem-
oirs and biographies. I've always read 
them. There is one journal that I have 
from 1965-1966 where I wrote, ·When 
I grow up, I will write half poetry and 
,alf auto-biography. Isn't that weird? 
\I1y sister and I were trying to remem-
:)er what auto-biography was even in 
-.he house. Helen Keller? I remember 
reading biographies of Lincoln when I 
was a little kid. Madame Curie, biogra-
phy of John Keats. Anything like that. 
Malcolm X. I was always interested in 
the form. The single voice speaking 
always apealled to me. 
RA: Where did you get your candor? 
Mary Karr: What makes you think I'm 
being candid? My father is a great bar 
room storyteller, and he gambled a lot. 
If you're taking people's money, you 
have to threaten them or amuse them, 
or they will beat you up. My mother is 
probably the worst storyteller in the 
world, but she has great one liners. 
She doesn't give a shit what you think 
about her. She says, "I live my life dif-
ferent: I don't know that that's can-
dor, but both of them had a different 
kind of verbal ability. My father was also 
a great mimic. My aunts and cousins 
would all imitate anybody; any presi-
dent, any movie star at the drop of a 
hat. 
I grew up in a place where the weather 
was really ugly, and you had to talk to 
amuse yourself. Sort of why Califor-
nians are often dull. The weather's too 
good. 
(Here's the moment we've been waiting for. our 
big question, the one we've been dying to ask.] 
RA: Was your upbringing a large part of your strong 
sense of self? 
[The audience laughs. Mary Karr laughs. Why are 
we not laughing?] 
RA: And, are you raising your son in a similar way? 
(Again, she is smirking at our question.] 
Pg 
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Mary Karr: No, my kid is the 
most supervised kid on the 
planet. All the kids come to 
my house. We have a basketball hoop, 
band practice is there. That's not an 
accident. 
A strong sense of self.... Everybody has 
something they go through. Everybody 
suffers. I think junior high and high 
school are the great traumas of all our 
lives. Hideous. In my school, there 
were six girls who had no pores and 
large breasts, and they were cheerlead-
ers. All the rest of us were just writh-
ing on spits everyday, trying to get out 
of the 
Mary Karr: I do write about my son, but 
never anything very serious. I wrote 
an article in Architectural Digest last 
summer. My son is a real house slut. 
We go to some rich person's house, 
and he's like, ·We need a place like this: 
I'm like, ·You need a job..... It's basi-
cally about the houses in Venice, and 
he finds Peggy Guggenheim's little 
pallazzo and thinks, ·We need one of 
those." I've written several different 
poems about him. I guess I have writ-
- . .. -
house. 
It was so 
hard. I 
think we 
all grow 
up and 
we get 
"Here's where I shot 
at your daddy." 
car keys, and they emboss our names 
on credit cards, and we grow into our-
selves. 
I was also in therapy for a million years, 
which I think helps. Having a conver-
sation about stuff that's hard to have 
a conversation about is galvanizing. 
RA: What was your mother's reaction after read-
ing liar's Clut!? 
Mary Karr: It was very hard for her to 
read. She cried. She knew what pe-
riod of time the book covered. The 
things that were difficult were all things 
that she and I had talked about after I 
was grown. It's not like she didn't know 
how I felt about it. She was also really 
proud. She was a portrait painter, and 
knew that how you represent some-
body is a very subjective thing. As long 
as she was really well-dressed when I 
was writing about her, it didn't matter 
what she was doing. In this scene 
where I write about her, she had this 
little Chanel belt from 1948 on. She 
was up at my house, reading on the 
back porch. She came in all misty-eyed 
and said, "I wonder where that belt is.· 
RA: What if someone resists using them in a mem-
oir? 
Mary Karr: Well, you could change 
somebody's features. I change people's 
names. In Cherry everyone whose 
name I changed, who was everybody, 
was pissed off at me that I didn't use 
their real name. 
RA: Do you now write in the present tense? 
ten about my divorce, although I don't 
write about my ex-husband much. He's 
such a WASP it would make him crazy. 
You just spare him that. We had a good 
divorce. He's involved with our son. I 
have a wife-in-Iaw that I really like. And 
I don't feel compelled by him. I think 
you write about people you're emotion-
ally compelled by. Most of these people 
I've written about were from thirty years 
in the past, so I think you need dis-
tance. 
RA: What poets do you read? 
Mary Karr: It varies, but I get on little 
streaks. Right now I'm reading all these 
post war Polish poets; Czeslaw Milosz, 
Zbigniew Herbert. All these people who 
survived WWII and Soviet rule and be-
fore that, Stalin's rule. And I've been 
reading alot of Broek and Paul Celan, 
German poets. I'm getting ready to 
teach a class, so I'm reading a lot of 
stuff in translation, mostly Polish and 
Czech, but some German. Some Span-
ish, too. 
RA: What are your favorite memoirs? 
Mary Karr: Maxine Hong Kingston The 
Woman Warrior, George Orwell Hom-
age to Catalonia and his writings about 
karma. Richard Wright Black Boy, Mary 
McCarthy Memories of a Catholic Girl-
hood, Vladimir Nabokov Speak Memory, 
and that's just in English_ Tobias Wolff 
This Boy's Life, Michael Herr Dis-
patches. Frank Conroy Stop Time. 
Nadezhda Mandelstam Hope Against 
Hope, and Primo Levi Survival in 
Auschwitz. 
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GARY COOPER!!! 
1 . the difference is ge 
2. "We don't rape corpses" 
3.12 
4. I'd be an 'B4 Chevrolet &1 0 4x4 extended cab with a 
caddilac hood ornament (god bless her poor soul) 
5.1 if your cool 
6. I hate that song 
7. damn bitch ... i make your ass birth a baby and now i 
gotta talk to you an' shit too? I thought the welfare would 
be enough 
B. depending on the size of the canoe, i'd say about 26 
large pancakes or 39 small ones 
Here's a photo Gary sent us of him reading Run Amok 
by "General" Robert "E. Lee" Schlomo, 
expatriate and licensed seer 
Capricorn 
You will be dive-bombed by crows. If you don't think 
that's bad, then you don't understand the gravity of 
the situation. 
Aquarius 
Squirrels go wild. Half of them go on spring break. 
and half attack. 
Pisces 
The government will discover a shipment of Pre-
cious Moments ceramic figurines has been con-
taminated by the Taliban, and you will be quaran-
tined inside a Hallmark indefinitely. 
Aries 
Take care when riding your moped. Lemon creme 
pie kamakazis are out in full force. Oh, wait, too late. 
Do you believe in mental telepathy? 
I believe that metal telephones would not exist 
if everyone chose to use the power of the devil 
to communicate with one another. Unfortu-
nately, those damn Christians are ruining it for 
us all. * 
-Aaron Paul Brakke 
*1 believe nothing of what I say [and demand 
that this disclaimer be published before any-
thing else I have written] 
I was just about to ask you the same question, 
but. seriously, there is always a party in my head 
(you know: people shufflin' across the floor, 
spillin' beer, booties shakin', music bumpin' [I'm 
afraid that the stereo has no knobs-volume 
constant]], and so if anyone has been trying to 
contact me telepathically, they've probably by 
now called the cops about the raucous de-
bauchery ensuing in my head. 
-Andrew Gaub 
Taurus 
Put nice linen on the bed. You'll be sleeping with the 
enemy this month. 
Gemini 
For every zine you put out, you make two new en-
emies. However, you also make ten new friends. 
According to my calculations, by the next zine, you 
will have a large enough army amassed to easily 
draw and quarter your enemies without having to 
use horses. 
Cancer 
Two heads are better than one. Unless they belong 
to the raven that's pecking your eyes out. 
Leo 
TIEl a black ribbon around the old oak tree. Now the 
worst thing that will happen this month is "Tie a 
yellow ribbon round the old oak tree" will be stuck in 
your head. Ha ha. 
This is a paraphrase of Jack L Larson's re-
sponse: 
This girt who used to be my babysitter was play-
ing with a Ouija board and asked it when she 
was going to die. The next day, she got a photo 
of herself in the mail, and she had a gunshot 
wound to her head. It was either her or her 
brother. But my mom fired her because she 
was on crack. 
No, I think it's more sensory. There's this thing 
called senesthesia. There are people who are 
able to experience two senses simultaneously. 
One person not only can hear music, but can 
see it at the same time. One person tastes 
names. It's been documented now because 
they've been able to track brain waves. 
-Carol Chalk 
Virgo 
Reports are out that the Central Intelligence AgenDj 
has developed the technology to wire cats, using 
their tails as antennae. But you erroniously think. 
"Not MY kitty: 
Libra 
You play connect-the-dots with the stars on a clear 
night, and you're just clearing Orion's belt when your 
head explodes. 
Scorpio 
You may think he's handsome on the outside, but 
take a scalpel and check out his insides. 
HOT! 
Sagittarius 
You enshrine a Wheatie because you think "Break-
fast of Champions" literally means "Breakfast made 
of Champions: Hence, each Wheatie is an edible 
relic of Michael Jordon. 
Corrections from RA Issue 
#1: 
"Mootsie T ootsie" was writ-
ten by Taryn Vrane. 
Erin's dad would like every-
one to know that he actually 
made the parody of "I had 
the time of my life" featured 
in "Crash Test Dummies: 
And this just in ... Brazil has 
signed to Fearless Records 
since the interview with 
them, and xBENx is no 
I~::.l~~~!:illonger on the cross. Toast, pbrBENpbr! 
Matt Oobson 
We would like to thank: 
All the funny kids who are really 
rather sad. 
Also, our families for their love and 
support (forgive us]. 
Aaron Smith is responsible for the 
Top Five Page [back cover). 

